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McVeigh Trial

Resolution for
faculty raise to
be put on hold

Refreshing

McVeigh
jury
selection
begins

□ Faculty Senate withdraws salary increase
request to further clarify
and discuss it, pending
re-submittal.

The Associated Press

DENVER - In a courtroom
protected by barricades and
armed guards, Oklahoma City
bombing defendant Timothy
McVeigh gazed intently at potential jurors Monday as they spoke
of their willingness to impose the
death penalty for the deadliest
terrorist attack ever on U.S. soil.

ByDARLAWARNOCK
TheBCNewi

A resolution requesting an 8.9
percent faculty salary increase
has been withdrawn from today's
Faculty Senate agenda.
The decision to repeal the item
from the agenda came as a result
of a need to clarify the original
intent of the resolution, according to Faculty Senate chairman
HalLunde.
He said the Senate had hoped
the resolution would represent a
goal the faculty were aiming at,
rather than a definite number
they were asking to receive.
"It results in misunderstanding," Lunde said. "We're really
trying to clarify what we're asking for."

McVeigh, wearing a buzz haircut, an open-collared blue shirt
and khakis, smiled and shook his
attorney's hand as he was
brought into the courtroom from
a basement holding cell for the
start of jury selection. He nodded
and mouthed "Good morning"
through a smile when the judge
introduced him to jurors.
But during detailed and excruciatingly slow questioning,
McVeigh's glare tightened over
his folded hands as prospective
jurors discussed how they could
recommend execution if he Is
convicted in the April 19, 1995,
blast that killed 168 people and
injured hundreds more.

□ Coach ends 11 -year
tenure at Bowling
Green as the secondwinningest in school
history.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News

as sketched

The man, a
in courtroom
self-employed
financial adviser, said he has not
formed an opinion about
McVeigh but believes there may
be other suspects who have not
t jen arrested. "There are elements, potentially people out
there that are ancillary to this
case, that might want to make
their strength and presence felt,"
he said.
The second prospective juror
questioned, a grandmother in her
60s, said her dominant memory
of McVeigh was the footage of
him in an orange jail jumpsuit being led out of a county jail In Oklahoma.
"I felt very sorry for him," she
said. "For such a young man to
waste his life"
McVeigh's attorney Stephen
Jones then asked: "You didn't
feel sorry because they arrested
the wrong man?"

Faculty
The resolution will be rewritten and submitted at the May
Faculty Senate meeting.
Charles Middleton, provost and
vice president of academic affairs, said the resolution was designed to be an aspirational
statement from the faculty instead of a request for a larger
raise.
"It was subject to so much
misunderstanding to what it was
and what it wasn't," Middleton
said. "We came to the conclusion
collectively that it was probably
best to just pull it for the time being until we could have a more
theoretical discussion without
any numbers attached to it."
He said he does not want the
wrong idea to be brought across
to the faculty or University
community.
Faculty compensation in response to high quality perform• See SALARY, page three.

Larranaga off
to George Mason

"It's hard to place yourself In
the role of deciding the fate of
another human
being on these
terms," said a
middle-aged
man identified
only as No. 858.
"Yet there has
to be some ulMcVeigh
timate price to
pay"

TODAY
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OPINION

SPORTS

BCNcwi Pilot* by Amy Vaa Horn

Cameron Hansen, a freshman biology major, enjoys catching a baseball in the sunshine outside
McDonald North Monday afternoon.

Men's basketball coach Jim
Larranaga announced his resignation Saturday, ending one of
the winningest eras In Bowling
Green's athletic history.
Larranaga left to take the head
coaching position at George
Mason University In Fairfax, Va
That move was to be formally
announced at an 11 am. press
conference today in Fairfax,
which is 20 miles outside Washington, D.C.
Lairanaga, 47, ends his 11-year
tenure at Bowling Green as the
second-winningest coach in
school history. He had a 170-144
record In that span, including a
22-10 mark and Mid-American
Conference title last season.
"It was a great 11 years," Larranaga said Sunday from his hotel room in Indianapolis, where
he was attending college basketball's Final Four.

■ List of candidates features
former Falcon players, coaches.
Story and graphic, page six.

"It was going to take something special to lure me away because of the great players and
people that were associated with
my program."
That 'something special'
turned into a rather lucrative
deal with George Mason, considered an up-and-coming program in the Colonial Athletic Association. The university is only
40 years old with a student population expected to hit 30,000 by
the year 2000 and a new,
10,000-seat arena.
Although
Larranaga
would confirm
only that his
contract was a
five-year deal,
the total package is expected
to be near
$200,000 annually. The packLarranaga
age at Bowling
Green was around $85,000 a year.
Paul Westhead, a former NBA
coach, was fired at George
• See COACH, page eight.

Meeting retention goals may raise state university tuition caps
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Public universities that meet goals for freshman
retention, graduation rates and
Ohio residency could lift tuition
caps under a state budget bill the
House has approved and the Senate Is considering.
The Legislature approved caps
ranging from 5 percent to 9 percent in each of Its two-year budgets since 1990. Beginning this
year, those limits would be

waived for schools that meet the
criteria.
The plan currently would affect Ohio State University, Bowling Green State University,
Miami University and Ohio University. Those schools traditionally have raised tuition at
or near the maximum amount the
law allows.
The universities are waiting
for final approval of the current
budget bill before they set tuition
increases for next year. That

Tuition
■ LATER THIS WEEK: University
officials react.

could come as late as June 30, the
budget deadline.
William Shkurti, Ohio State's
vice president for finance, said
the school would not use the lack
of a cap to drive up tuition costs.
In-state tuition for a full-time
undergraduate student at the

*

university is $3,468 per year.
"We don't view the absence of
tuition caps as an excuse to
gouge our students," Shkurti told
The Columbus Dispatch for a
story Sunday.
Instead, the proposal offers
schools greater flexibility, he
said.
"On the other hand, the reality
is that whatever we do will be reported in the media as a percentage increase," Shkurti said.
"We'll still be very circumspect

when it comes to tuition increases."
Richard Little, a Miami
spokesman, said the school recognizes it must use restraint in
raising tuition. At $5,098 per
year, it has the highest full-time
undergraduate tuition of any
public university In Ohio.
However, a tuition increase
could raise more money for student aid that Miami needs to
compete with prestigious private
colleges for the best students,

Little said.
State Rep. Sally Perz,
R-Toledo, who shepherded the
measure through the House budget debate, said if schools raise
tuition too much, fewer students
will enroll and the universities
will lose state money, much of
which is dependent on enrollment numbers.
Annual tuition is $3,885 at Ohio
University and $3,464 at Bowling
Green.

t
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Alliance site breeds racist thought
A friend of mine was walking
alongside a residence hall when
she saw a flyer that had "WHITE
POWER" written on it. There were
also pictures of Confederate flags
and swastikas on It. Not only as a
student of color, but as a person In
general. I found this to be very
disturbing. We here at Bowling
Green are slowly beginning to And
out that a big problem Is surfacing. White supremacy is here.
What better time to bring up
this subject than after a chilling
Letter to the Editor from Jen Woll
printed In The News on Friday.
March 14. In this letter she
defended the National Alliance's
web site (www.natvan.com). saying
that It "promotes racial consciousness, responsibility for future
generations and education" for
white people. 1 felt it absolutely
necessary to visit this site and
reach my own conclusions. After
thoroughly reading all of its
contents (at least three times) I
determined that Ms. Woll was
seriously mistaken. It would not be
enough to simply respond to her
letter so Instead. 1 will take you on
a tour of the National Alliance web
site.
First of all. Ms. Woll talks about
the "melting pot" European settlers
had In mind when they first came
to America as being for Europeans
only. The National Alliance concurs, stating that in "spiritually
healthier times." Europeans took
this part of the world to be their
breeding area, "and It must be so
again." Both Ms. Woll and the
National Alliance spoke of the
European settlers as the first
people of this land. I think we all
know that Columbus did not
discover this land because the
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Native Americans were already
here. Columbus only made
Europe aware of America's
existence.
The web site goes on to state
that. "We must have White
schools... neighborhoods... no
non-Whites in our living space,
and...open space around us to
expand."
The Alliance demands that
there be Aryan societies with
Aryan values where kids only
dance white dances to white
music. They should have all
white movies where the only
non-white faces on the screen
are "archival news footage or a
historical drama about the bad
old days."
I hate lo break the news to
everyone, but places like that
already exist in today's society.
How many of us know people
who grew up in all-white towns
and went to all-white schools?
We all know of people who
would never listen to "black"
music. We all know that there
are movies out there with no
faces of color and are considered classics.
Ms. Woll and the Alliance
both state that white people are
taught to be ashamed of their
heritage while minority pride Is
considered "culture." Ms. Woll
goes on to state that this
culture is "celebrated in monthlong flascoes." What she falls to
realize is that it is not white
students who are being cheated.
During months like October
(Hispanic Heritage Month).
November (Native American
Month), and February (Black
History Month), people (try to)
take lime out to learn about the

history and achievements of
minority groups. 1 think white
History Is covered pretty well In the
other nine months.
I'm sure that through life Ms.
Woll and members of the Alliance
were told that their people made a
great mistake In treating other
races the way they have, but 1 bet
Ms. Woll and members of the
Alliance were not constantly told
that they were worth nothing. They
weren't told that their lives would
amount to becoming a statistic.
They weren't told that they
wouldn't be able to go everywhere
or do everything they wanted
because of the color of their skin. I
was. Many people of color have
had to deal with this ever since
their family came (or was forced to
come) to this country. You tell me
who needs help with pride.
Who needs help with pride when
the only way It Is acceptable to see
Jesus is as a white man? Who
needs help with pride when an
organization like the National
Alliance claims that the great black
kings and queens of Egypt were
really white and "Negro blood was
Introduced...via harem slaves"?
Ms. Woll says that the Alliance
article entitled. "Who Rules
America." Is only trying to convey
that people don't know who the
controllers are. Anyone who reads
this article can see that the
Alliance is outright saying that
Jews are to blame for social Ills.
They say that Jews are giving
whites a bad name on television,
making the "white racist gun nut a
popular stereotype on TV shows." 1
don't know what TV shows the
National Alliance watches, but I
see more Middle Eastern store
owners, more black drug dealers

and more white business execs
on TV than I do racist gun nuts.
The Alliance's hatred of Jews
is shown very strongly throughout their web site. They go as
far as to claim that the Holocaust never happened. They say
that instead, the Jews saw no
future for themselves In Germany, so "the great majority of
them eventually emigrated."
Ms. Woll and the Alliance
claim that action needs to be
taken before the "downfall" of
white people and that now is the
time to "preserve the White
race." I'm willing to bet that If
we had an "endangered races"
list, I'm sure that whites would
be at the very bottom.
Time and time again this
world has seen the horrors of
white supremacy (Hitler. Jim
Crow, etc.). In this country,
white supremacy led the first
Europeans settling in this land
to say, "Be gone Indian! This is
my land now. I need to get my
niggers to work in the fields
while we fight for freedom from
the British." Imagine what
would happen today if the
National Alliance had Its way.
After looking at the Alliance
web site I can only come to the
conclusion that it truly Is sad
that Ms. Woll feels that it is
worth Jurtlfylng. It's even more
sad to know that she Is not
alone.
Derrick A. Jones is a cartoonist/or The News. Questions and
comments can be sent to
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210
West Hall.
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sure the letter b 500 words or ten.
PleMe Include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification sad
not for publication).
• Letters must be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought in saved on ■
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 Weal Hall,
•r e-mail us at bgnews#bgnet.bgsu edu.
Be prepared to show valid ideatiflcatton.
• Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing ail letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
Copyright © 1997. The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer se
mester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.
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USG animal bill
is misguided
If Bowling Green Is Indeed to
become one of the premier Institutions of higher learning in the
state, let alone In the nation, the
bill before the USG, calling for the
heedless halting of all animal
research—pending (what I suspect
would be) a witch hunt Investigation seeking ethical violations—is a
dangerous proposal.
Of course, any blatant abuse of
animals shouldn't be tolerated, but
assuming that any testing or
research Involving animals Is
tantamount to imposing 'inexcusable and incalculable suffering" is
a great leap in logic. I wonder If
any of the sponsors of this bill
have actually spoken to the faculty
who engage In such research
projects, to ascertain their alms
and methods? If not. it Is they who
are inexcusable In their endeavor.
Such an appeal to emotion
through deliberately ambiguous
generalizations. In hopes of
garnering the support of equally
ignorant peers, attempts a dangerous abuse of the power of the
majority, and it is an affront to
those whose pursuits here are
truly scholarly.
To put It quite simply,
research on animals Is fundamental to increasing our understanding of biochemical pathways,
transmission of diseases and
genetic Information, and development of behavior patterns.
Should It turn out that USG
actually has the power to dictate
the limits of faculty research, and
should choose to follow the course
of action suggested In this bill. I
fear that the quality of education
here, especially In the biology and
psychology departments, would
severely decline. Faculty members
Interested In and dedicated to
pursuing research regarding the

functioning of living systems
would do well to ;{lve serious
consideration to seeking positions elsewhere, where such
activities would be permitted
and appreciated for their
potential applicability to issues
of more immediate concern to
the general population. I hope
that such a development would
also adversely affect the
university's ability to attract
true students of science (if it
wouldn't, I fear for the future of
our scientific community).
I appreciate Mr. Wolfe's
concern for the animals Involved, but I doubt that he
would argue with the claim that
experiments with mice to
determine the modes of action
of viruses, or breeding experiments with Drosophlla (which
have aided in developing
techniques for mapping our own
genome), have been incalculably
valuable in Increasing the
quality of human life.
Does the fact that the bill
was Introduced right before an
election have any bearing on the
timing of such a potentially
Inflammatory (and woefully
misinformed) debate?
Jaclyn Martin
Junior
Biology

Group's threat
exaggerated
I am writing to address the
article written on March 18th by
Andrea Wood concerning the
National Alliance.
Andrea succeeded In characterizing the attitudes and
agendas put forth from the neonazl group. Her description of
the National Alliance's five main
goals Is completely accurate,

ft

>

However. Andrea has largely
exaggerated and sensationalized
the reality of this group's threat to
this campus. The article Is largely
misleading when It comes down to
who is behind all the neo-nazl
propaganda on campus. In reality,
there Is no National Alliance force
in town, nor Is there any other
significant hate group force in
town. Rather, what is behind the
recent display of neo-nazi propaganda Is merely the work of one
Individual perpetuating a fascist
Ideology. The propaganda Is simply
photocopied garbage intended to
create the Illusion of some substantial force In town. Unfortunately, Andrea's article In the
paper succeeded only in furthering
this Illusion.
I, along with a number of my
peers, have had to deal with real
amounts of nazl presence In the
past in different cities and states.
From confrontations at concerts or
simply while out walking around
different towns and cities, we have
had to deal with very real threats
from time to time. We recognize the
way these groups work, the way
• they recruit and the way they
make themselves known. I alone
have lived In BG for a number of
years and have never seen any
significant amount of nazl activities (besides the organized klan
rallies which pass through). Nor do
I know of any threat now. Aside
from the one neo-nazl skinhead
who hangs up the National Alliance propaganda alone at night,
there Is nothing going on here.
It Is important not to become
wrapped up in a knee-jerk reactionary response to the activity of
one person. Again it Is my Intention to set the record straight that
there Is no real threat here from
the National Alliance or any neonazl group. What we are witnessing Is simply the actions of one
person with too much time on his/
her hands and not enough In his/
v

her brains.
Mike McNeeley
Senior
Political Science/Creative
Writing

Skip mandatory
attendance
As a senior. I've been looking
back on my years here at
BGSU. Although this school has
many positives that sometimes
get overlooked, there Is one
thing that has really bothered
me.
That is the attendance policy
In the majority of courses here.
Almost every Instructor here
has an attendance policy. They
usually say that the policy
exists because you won't learn
enough, etc. If you don't show
up to class. As college students,
we should be able to find that
out on our own. If it Is Indeed
true. Don't tell us that it's
necessary to come to classshow usl In actuality, attendance policies take the pressure
off of Instructors to provide us
with well-planned, useful class
periods. I previously went to
another state Institution where
attendance policies were virtually non-existent. I found that In
some courses, you can do quite
well without showing up to
class. Also, very often students
(myself included) would get up
and walk out of lectures that
were Inadequate.
My point Is, let the students
decide if your class Is worth
showing up to—don't threaten
the.:i with lower grades for not
showing up. If your classes
really are necessary, then let the
students who don't show up
learn the hard way.
Steve Holland
Senior
HistoA-

"They say
that Jews are
giving whites
a bad name
on television,
making the
'white racist
gun nut a
popular stereotype on
TV shows.' I
don't know
what TV
shows the
National
Alliance
watches, but I
see more
Middle Eastern store
owners, more
Black drug
dealers and
more white
business
execs on TV
than I do
racist gun
nuts."
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Gore captures
narrow win
in USG voting
□ Incumbent re-claims
seat atop USG, winning
by a mere 10 votes in
largest voter turnout in
University history.
ByJOHNSTEBBINS
TheBG News
By a margin of only 10 votes,
Tara Gore won her re-election
bid as president of the Undergraduate Student Government.
Her ticket with current InterFraternity Council senator Chris
Tartara received 526 votes, outdistancing the outsider bid of Ed
Frysinger and Maryann Russell.
This year's elections produced
the most votes In University history with over 1,700 students voting for one of five presidential
tickets. With a record mandate,
Gore was encouraged at the
releasing of the results in Prout
Hall on the morning of March 21.
"This says I did a good job this
year," Gore said. "The students
obviously feel they can trust me
and that I can do a better job

AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
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ance is essential to the University, Middleton explained.
A 3 percent increase is the
number currently being used as a
plug-in number for University
budget models.
Middleton said 3 percent is not
necessarily the increase the faculty will receive It can easily go
up or down once the implications
of what It would mean to the University become apparent.
The final determination of any
increase will not be verified until
the University budget for the
1997-98 academic year is completed by June 30.
The increase is dependent on
three factors: an increase or decrease in fee, an increase or decrease in state subsidy, and the
size of the student body.
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Student Government
building on the experience I've
already had.
"The amount of votes shows
the students really care about
what's going on here, and I hope
administration will really listen
when we come with them with
something to say," she added.
Frysinger showed dissapointment with his close loss. When
the results were released, he
bowed his head and walked out of
the building.
"I couldn't believe I came that
close," he said. "It's tough to beat
an incumbent and some of the
candidates probably thought I
was a joke, but I was really dissapointed in that a few more
voters didn't come out because I
wanted to be the voice to help the
students."
Even in defeat, he plans to be
more involved in the future.
"I will most definitely be involved with USG in some way in
the future to bring in fresh views
and ideas to be utilized," he added. "I still have a lot to offer."

Daytonj 57°~|
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Tara Gore (right) is congratulated March 21 after learning she had
won re-election as president of Undergraduate Student Government.

USG
President/Vice President Results
Tara Gore/Chris Tartara
Edward Fryslnger/Maryanne Russell
Kevin Hussey/Jeff Carney
Jason Wolfe/J. Rob Pletruszka
Philana Boles/Marcle Wahba

Middleton said the Faculty
Senate resolution would bring
the faculty up to the national
average; however, it appeared
they were aiming to receive as
much.
"The problem was it looked
like they were asking for an 8.9
percent raise, which is not what
they were doing - they were trying to make a statement,"
Middleton said. " We (President
Sidney Ribcau and Middleton)
thought that point was being
missed. We need to take a step
back."
Lunde said he agreed with the
decision to withdraw and resend
the resolution.
"We are after a goal," Lunde
said. "That was the thinking of
the Faculty Welfare Committee.
We don't expect that kind of increase."

j
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Continued from page one.
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526
516
298
222
179

At-Larae Senator Results
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Julie Meyer
Megan Merrttt
Klmberly Williams
David Flscus
Adam Novak
Kerry Aulizia
Brian Shuler
Jennifer Ward
Amanda Stengel
Tim Harrison
Christina Lamson
Brent Merrtman

494
473
469
465
456
456
446
429
428
402
396
383

'Numbers are shown in amount of votes counted.
Sourer. USG

Around Bowling Green
Cranny reappointed dean of College of Arts
and Sciences
The Board of Trustees has reappointed Charles J. Cranny to a
three-year term as the dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
This will be Cranny's second term as dean, and it will run until
June 30, 1999. Cranny, a member of the faculty since 1966, was
first named dean In 1993.

Computer classes offered for attorneys
The University will offer a series of computer classes for attorneys during April, May and June.
"Introduction to Microcomputers for Attorneys and Office
Support Staff will be held on Thursdays from April 3 to April
24. The classes will be held from 6 to 9 p.m. on campus. The cost
of the class will be $169.
"Folio Queries" will be held on May 28. The fee will be $49.
"Business on the Internet for Attorneys" will be held on
Wednesdays from June 1 to July 2, and the cost will be $169.
Call Continuing Education at 372-8181 to register or for more
information.

Wood County Historical Museum to open for
1997 season
The Wood County Historical Museum will open on April 6 from
1 to 4 p.m., and it will feature a slide presentation beginning at 2
p.m.
The presentation, called "Now an.1 Then," will focus on the
Wood County Infirmary.
The museum will be open for tours on weekends from 1 to 4
p.m. through October. It will be open Tuesdays through Fridays
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for scheduled and informal tours.

BG Nrwa Graphic by D<ula Warnock

Brass concert cancelled

STATE

Cuts affect Weather Service

The BG Brass Quintet concert scheduled for tonight at the
Musical Arts Center has been cancelled.

Group seeks restoration of funds to
curb possible forecasting problems

Around the State

The Associated Press
An emergency services administrator who waged a successful
campaign to bring National
Weather Service weather radar
to northwestern Ohio said Monday he has set his sights on
restoring the service's slashed
budget.
Funding cuts will hurt the service's ability to forecast the
weather and could put unsuspecting Americans in jeopardy, said
Rick McCoy, emergency services director of Van Wert
County.

"In a country that suffers the
worst severe weather on Earth,
the National Weather Service
cannot be denied the resources
necessary to protect the American public," McCoy told the Akron Beacon Journal in a story
published Monday.
McCoy is president of the
newly founded Americans
United to Maintain Weather Service Funding to back restoration
of the funding cuts.
Backers of the group based in
Van Wert, a city about 80 miles
southwest of Toledo, believe
adequate funding for the weather

service should be a national
priority. The group plans to bepin a letter-writing campaign to
President Clinton, Congress and
the weather service's parent,
U.S. Commerce Department, to
support restoration of spending
cuts.
The weather service had a base
operating budget of $349.3 million last year and $321.8 million
this year, spokeswoman Stephanie Kenltzer said Monday.
Elbert W. Friday Jr., the assistant administrator for weather
services, on March 21 announced
the cutbacks and an agency restructuring. The service will
Rick McCoy
have "to live within lower funding levels," he said. "Field opera- Van Wert emergency services
tions and services will remain
director
the focus."

"In a country that
suffers the most
severe weather on
Earth, the National
Weather Service
cannot be denied the
resources necessary
to protect the
American public."

Save!

SPRING BACK FROM
SPRING BREAK

Man charged with criminal mischief for treetrimming
DEFIANCE - Trimming city trees without the city's permission can get you into trouble.
Just ask Thomas Rogliatti, a downtown business owner who
thought he was doing the community a favor by trimming three
trees in front of his building.
Rogliatti, 36, of Defiance, has been charged with criminal mischief, a third-degree misdemeanor.
He pleaded innocent last week in Defiance Municipal Court.
He was released without bond pending a May 12 pretrial hearing.
Officials in this city SO miles southwest of Toledo claim Rogliatti "mutilated" three Greenspire Little Leaf Linden trees.
He says he was only trying to protect people and help businesses when he hired a professional to trim the trees that line the
sidewalk in front of his building.
The building houses Rogliatti's Sports Center, the Underground Railroad Hobby Center and his second-floor residence.

Save!

Save!

PHOTO PROCESSING SPECIALS
1

■

FILM DEVELOPING

SPECIAL
DOUBLE PRINTS

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

3ViX5 GLOSSY PRINTS FROM YOUR FULL
■
a
"FRAME 35 mm C-41 PROCESS COLOR FILM ONLY
*
|

$3.99 • 12 EXP ROLL(24 PRINTS)
24 EXP ROLLC48 PRINTS)-S6.99
36 EXP ROLL(72 PRINTS)-$9.99
PROMO PRICE
25< ipair
* dcv. charge

"BIG SHOT"

■

|

I
_

4X6 PRINTS

FROM YOUR FULL FRAME 35 mm C-41
PROCESS COLOR FILM ONLY

PROMO PRICE
15c a prim
♦ dev. charge
2nd let price
add 10e7 print extra

'Actual price
may vary with
final print count

Not valid with any other special offer. Limit one
roll per coupon & must accompany order
EXPIRES 4130197

■
_

$3.99 *12 EXP ROLL
24 EXP ROLL-S5.99 ■
36 EXP ROLL-$7.99 .
'Actual price
may vary with
final print count

Not valid with any other special offer. Limit one
roll per coupon & must accompany order
EXPIRES 4/30/97

SBLCIE
RIBBON PHOTOopen.
=Moa-'ri. 9+
1 HR PROCESSING * SO MUCH MORE

We Accept Checks

15^0Jair^^owllnsGre«r^5^M«^s^^^||j^^

•

200 S. Main St.
Downtown
Next to Mid-Am Bonk

-3148

Stye Stencil Knot
I
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Dine In or Carry Out

CAFE
"Good Cookin' - Cowboy Style"

353-CALL
Open 11:00-3:00 Mon.-Sat., and Friday nights 'til 9:00
109 North Main Street, Downtown Bowling Green, OH

STATE

Spring hits Great Lakes piers
Fishermen, freighters line shores
to begin Toledo's shipping season
The Associated Press

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Tuesday - Sunday

DRINK SPECIALS
6-9PM...Ladies Only...Fri. & Sat.
25« Well Drinks & Drafts
7-9PM...Dimers...Thurs. & Sat.
Rollins Rock for $1

POP-A-SHOT TOURNAMENT
...Tuesday & Sunday...$100 Crand Prize,
The bar formerly known as Gamers

7-9PM

Call for info...352-9780

VAIiiiAIi
wyy^^^^^^V^^^WflflflflrtrtflrtflflflflW^ftflflrtft

Units still available for fall '97

R.E. Management
"Qualify Off-Campus Housing"
•841 Eighrh Sr.
•Manville Ave
•825 Third Sr.

•840/850 Sixrh Sr.
•Campus Manor
•313 N. Main

TOLEDO - The calendar says
spring has officially arrived. But
it's not truly official around here
until the first freighter docks and
the walleye begin their run.
As anglers lined the banks of
the Sandusky and Maumee rivers
on Monday, the freighter Herbert C. Jackson entered the Port
of Toledo, heralding the beginning of the Great Lakes shipping
season.
"It's a little chilly, but it's great
to be outdoors," said Al Harris,
38, of Toledo, as he fished at
Sidecut Park in suburban
Maumee. The factory worker
took a week's vacation with his
friend, Dan Borysiak.
"I've been cooped up all winter," said Borysiak, 37. "I'm going to spend the next few days
fishing, fishing and fishing."
Clear blue skies covered most
of northwest Ohio and temperatures were in the 40s on Monday,
a far cry from the recent rainy,
cold weather that has kept people
indoors.

The Interlakes Steamship Co.
freighter departed four hours
after it arrived, loaded with
50,000 tons of coal in railroad
cars. It was bound for the Great
Lakes Steel plant in Ecorse,
Mich.
Two other vessels, The American Republic and Canadian
Transport, will be loaded with
coal Tuesday, said John Loftus,
the seaport director for the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority.
Coal is the port's primary bulk
Associated PTTIS photo
cargo. About 5.3 million tons of
coal were shipped out of the port
The
Herbert
C.
Jackson
enters
the
Port
of
Tjledo
Monday,
heralding
in 1996 to U.S. and Canadian
power companies and steel the beginning of the spring shipping season on Lake Erie.
plants along the Great Lakes.
That was a 10 percent increase the freighter, anglers were busy should bring out thousands of
anglers.
trying to catch walleye.
over 1995 figures.
"Usually, I've been out a couThe annual walleye run in the
This year should be another
banner year. About 6 million tons Lake Erie tributaries is big busi- ple of times by now," said Tom
of coal are expected to be ship- ness for local communities., It Lewis, 67, of Maumee, a retired
draws people from more than 30 postal worker who was fishing at
ped out.
"We fully expect another posi- states between March and May - Sidecut Park.
tive coal year at the port," Loftus the life of the run.
The National Weather Service
"If the weather stays nice, you
said as he stood on the docks
watching the coal being un- forecast sunny and partly sunny won't even be able to get a spot
skies and higher temperatures around here. Come back in a few
loaded.
While coal was being loaded on for the next few days. That days and see."

CHECK OUT OUR SUMMER RATES

Warning devices increase railroad safety

CALL US TODAY
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5

Recent legislation allows for quick installation of systems at crossroads

SAT 8 to 12

U

352-9302

H3 Railroad SI.
{next le Klnlco's)

T.G.I. Fridays In Sandusky will be holding a job (air featuring Instant
interviews.

• Host/Hostesses • Servers
• Bartenders • Bussers • Line Cooks

Be seen where the best peope meet to enjoy great food and a lively bar. Best of all
what they'll see is you enjoying a great workplace, excellent benefits and flexible
schedules Besides providing a tun, team-onenled wort environment, TGI Friday's®
otters
• Meal discounts • Major medical • Dental
• Plenty of growth and career opportunity
• The support of a billion-dollar, global hospitality firm
Come join the fun: Interviews will be held Saturday, April 5*, from 9 am ■ S pm,
2003 C«veland Rd, Sandusky Call M19) 686-5200 for more information

*« ensi/e equal oopomrnry fcr evwyty*1
©1997 TGI Fridays inc

The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Ohio railroad crossings are
safer now than they were a few years ago
because of legislation that allows communities to quickly install railroad warning devices, U.S. Sen. Mike DeWine said Monday.
DeWine brought together a public-private
coalition of federal and state transportation
and railroad organizations in 1995 to eliminate the wait between design, funding and
construction of railroad crossing warning
systems.

The Associated Press

Nov. 5 general election.
After the issue became public,
COLUMBUS -- A Jefferson Gov. George Voinovlch signed
County Judge has won the first into law a bill tightening the ban
round in his lawsuit challenging against double-dipping.
the state's "double-dipping" law.
Smith said his ruling pertains
U.S. District Judge George C
Smith on Monday temporarily only to Mascio's case. The deblocked the state from applying cision means Mascio will continthe law to Common Pleas Judge ue to receive both his pension
John Mascio. The law prohibits and salary while the case Is being
people receiving state retire- decided.
ment benefits from collecting the
money if they are elected to pubHe said it was also clear that an
lic office.
emergency clause inserted into
the legislation to make it take efMascio retired from the bench fect immediately with Voinoin September, began collecting vich's signature was aimed solely
his pension and then ran unop- at Mascio.
posed for the same office in the
That makes it unconstitutional,

PBEVHRfifc

State Solicitor Jeffrey Sutton
said it is unclear whether the law
immediately affected anyone
other Mascio because it applied
to all officeholders statewide.
"There might be some local
officials that we don't know
about," Sutton said.
He said state officials had not
decided whether to appeal
Smith's ruling.
The Legislature changed retirement laws in 1994 after it was
revealed that more than 4,000
state and local government officials had cashed in on the loo-

TRACKER

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
CUSACK

DRIVER

ARKIN

AYKROYD

1906!

LUNCH SPECIALS
In addition to our regular menu fare we
feature over 20 other selections for lunch or
dinner. All made fresh every day!

Stop by and take home any of our
delicious, freshly made entrees
for dinner tonight!
China Express is located in your Bowling Green

FOOD TOWN PLUS

GROSSE

POIN TE

iaa*indiri as»r-ai-naii'(i:«ii ,.. .,
nn«iiait«Hirviia tin'.-Tata —*iiu
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FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Wednesday April 2
6:30 PM & 9:00PM

Stoo Of and IM !*»• i«
Trao>a> «no Metro
0«fM" ( ctucaxo* »"

Pick Up Pastes at lh#
Union A'h.tries Organiialion
3rd Floor union

Glsh Film Theater
' A pass does not guarantee a seat
■ » » «-* t~ a- «L»

TRACKER

A

^JXs*

1080 SOUTH MAIN ST.

<\

I

About 600 people nationwide die each year
at railroad crossings. Last year, Ohio ranked
sixth in the nation with about 180 highwayrailroad crossing collisions, and 12th in the
country with more than 20 people killed
while trespassing on or around railroad
tracks.

Mascio's lawyer Benson Wolman
argued after filing the lawsuit in
December.

In a hurry?Don't worrycome try our fresh
Available daily from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

DeWine also wrote the Railroad Crossing
Safety Act, which President Clinton signed
in September 1996. The act offers communities incentives to close their most dangerous
crossings.

Judge challenges 'double-dipping' law

•me-trro

HWt\

"By streamlining the process and increasing the efficiency of public and private organizations, we have reduced the danger
that exists in Ohio. I am hopeful our efforts
can be replicated in other states as well,"
said DeWine, R-Ohio, who met with coalition
representatives in Toledo on Monday.
The coalition includes the Federal Railroad Administration, the Ohio Department
of Transportation, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, the Ohio Rail Development
Commission, the Federal Highway Administration and the Ohio Railroad Association.

*.

phole that allowed them to retire,
then immediately return to the
public payroll and draw salaries
and pensions.
The law was changed to prohibit elected officeholders from retiring 31 days before a reelection bid to 31 days after beginning a new term.
But Mascio and Jefferson
County Judge Samuel Kerr resigned 36 days before the election.
Kerr since has asked to withdraw his resignation. He said
public scrutiny is one of the
reasons he reconsidered his decision to retire.
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'Must carry* law to proceed
Cable companies can be federally
forced to broadcast local stations
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- The
government can force cable television systems to carry local
broadcast stations, the Supreme
Court said Monday in a decision
that could serve as a stay of execution for small, independent
channels.
The 5-4 ruling rejected cable
companies' argument that a 1992
federal "must carry" law violates their free-speech rights by

forcing them to carry stations
they would rather drop.
The justices said the measure
is a lawful effort to preserve
broadcast television and ensure
public access to information
from a variety of sources.
More than 60 percent of American households subscribe to
cable TV. The decision means
those customers will continue to
receive local broadcast stations
on their cable systems.
"Broadcast television is an im-

portant source of information to
many Americans," Justice Anthony M Kennedy wrote for the
court. "For decades now it has
been an essential part of the
national discourse on subjects
across the whole broad spectrum
of speech, thought and expression."
"Congress has an independent
interest in preserving a multiplicity of broadcasters to ensure
that all households have access to
information and entertainment
on an equal footing with those
who subscribe to cable," he said.
There is heavy competition for
space on cable systems because

many new cable networks have
been created in recent years.
Cable companies voluntarily
carry network-affiliated broadcast stations because of their
large viewership. But smaller,
independent channels feared that
without the must-carry rule,
cable systems would drop them.
The stations then could lose advertising and face going out of
business, the broadcasters contended.

Around the Nation
Countdown to Thursday launch begins for
Columbia
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - The countdown began Monday for
this week's launch of space shuttle Columbia on a 16-day
research mission.
After two mlddle-of-the-night shuttle launches, liftoff this
time will be at 2:01 p.m. Thursday. The chances or good weather
were put at 80 percent.
"It's kind of nice to come in when the sun's just coming up and
support a countdown that afternoon," said shuttle test director
John Guidi.
The seven astronauts will work 12-hour work shifts in orbit.
Thirty-three experiments are planned with fire, plants, crystals,
metals and other materials.
It will be the third shuttle mission this year and the 83rd since
Columbia made the first shuttle flight in April 1981.

Man chokes on friend's pet fish
Broadcasters praised the cable
TV ruling, while cable TV industry officials were disappointed.

Eggs roll on White House lawn

BAYOU VISTA, La. - A man who popped a friend's 6-lnch tropical fish Into his mouth as a joke died when it got stuck in his
throat.
Steven Hill Epperson, 36, was dead on arrival at a hospital
Sunday.
He put the Jack Dempsey fish In his mouth at his friend's
house, and it became wedged in his airway, said Dr. F.H. Metz,
coroner for St. Mary Parish.

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Setting his
crutches aside and leaning
against a podium, President Clinton surveyed the throng of eager
children from a White House
balcony and gave the signal: "Are
you all ready?"
A sharp blast from the presidential whistle, a roar from the
crowd spread over the South
Lawn and the 119th annual White
House Easter Egg Roll was under
way Monday.
As usual, lines for the egg rolling stations stretched halfway
down the South Lawn, but there
were plenty of other activities
for the kids.
For Instance, they could explore the Internet and send an email to the president at a computer tent. Or they could hear
stories read by actress Jane
Seymour, Education Secretary
Richard Riley and Attorney General Janet Reno, who read
"Queen Janet From the Bunny
Planet."
Woodrow (the White House
mouse). Curious George, Easter
bunnies, and a costumed cow
named Clyde posed for pictures
with the children.
And, of course, there was an
Easter egg hunt, where children
searched for wooden eggs, some
of them signed by Socks, the first
family's cat. About three dozen
blind children participated in a
special beeping egg hunt.
Over at one of the egg rolling

PEACE CORPS
NEEDS YOUR SKILLS
We are recruiting students
who will graduate in 1997
and 1998 for volunteer
positions in Education, Environment,
Agriculture, Business, Health, Youth
Development, and other areas.
Call today to discuss your
qualifications.
FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

1-800-424-8580
Visit Pe*ce Corps' WEB site:
http://vYvvw.peftcecorps.gov
Online application available at;
http--//www. peacecorps.gov/wwvv/vTs/Vi ta. htm I

AlBOctaled Prrn pholo
With the White House in the background, participants in the White House Easter Egg Roll move eggs
down the lawn Monday.

courses, 4-year-old Jessica
Cooke, bundled in a blue coat and
hat against the chilly spring day,
clutched her white slotted spoon
and pushed a pink hard-boiled
egg down the lane.
She won her race and a pink
wooden Easter egg featuring a
bunny holding the White House

signed by the Clintons.
"I have pink," she said, showing it to her mother. Terra Cooke
of Oakton, Va Jessica said she
enjoyed "playing at the White
House."
Clinton, recovering from knee
surgery on March 14, and Hillary
Rodham Clinton watched the fun

for about five minutes.
The annual egg began with Dolley Madison who read that Egyptian children rolled colored eggs
at the Pyramids. She established
the tradition on the Capitol
grounds. In 1878, President
Rutherford B. Hayes moved it to
the White House.

Montana abortion law reinstated
Unmarried girls must notify parents or get judge's approval for operation
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON ~ The Supreme Court on
Monday reinstated a Montana law that requires unmarried girls to notify a parent or
get a judge's approval before undergoing an
abortion.
The court ruled that the law, which is similar to one in Ohio, is valid despite arguments
by abortion rights advocates that it does not
let judges decide an abortion would be in a
girl's best interest.
Montana's law says judges can approve an
abortion without notifying either parent if a
girl shows that such notice is against her
best interest.
The unsigned decision noted that past rulings on parental-notification laws assumed
that a judicial finding that parental notice is
not in a girl's best interest is the same as
finding that abortion without notification is

1

in her best interest.
The court's main opinion said the Montana
law makes no distinction between the two.
In a concurring opinion, Justice John Paul
Stevens said, "It is surely appropriate to assume that the Montana provision also requires the court to authorize the minor's
consent whenever the abortion is in her best
interests."
Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Stephen G. Breyer joined Stevens' opinion.
Simon Heller of the Center for Reproductive Law and Policy, representing the
doctors who sued, said he was disappointed
in the ruling but that the doctors will continue to challenge the law on other grounds.
Montana agreed in 1993 not to enforce its
law requiring unmarried girls under 18 to
tell a parent before undergoing an abortion,
because it did not provide the option of going
to court.

Saisoii.il Kmploymcnt Opportunity

Eleven other states have parental
notification laws with similar judicial by
pass procedures. They are Arkansas, De
laware, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Min
nesota, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio and West
Virginia.
Some other states require parental consent, most with a judicial bypass based on a
showing that an abortion would be in the
girl's best interest.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

j THE JET EXPRESS j
The Jet Express has some of the best employment opportunities
on Lake Ene. Alt you a personable, responsible individual
who enjoys meeting, greeting and treating the public right?
Then we would like to talk with you.

Seasonal Positions Available for

A judge d.uld give permission if a girl was
mature enough to decide whether to have an
abortion, if there was evidence that a parent
abused her, or if notifying a parent would
not be in her best interest.

1

Come Aboard This Summer.
1

Two years later, lawmakers enacted a new
law that let girls avoid telling a parent by
getting a judge's permission instead.

Time is running out on
these apartments for summer...
• Columbia Court
• Field Manor

1

• Frazee Avenue
• Campbell Hill

CREW
TICKET SALES
DOCK riKSONNhl.

• Buff
• Mercer Manor

1 or more information, call The Jet Expre ss

1-800-245-1538

... Get them while they last!
TheFasiat WbytoPut-in-Bay
An ),..! Offimntn EmfUwr

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

WARNING:
Graduation
Approaching
The hard work and the fun of your college career
are about to come to an end Now is the time to
consider what's ahead. You'd be smart to apply
your Information Systems degree and talent in a
posrtion with BlueC-ross BlueShield of Ohio. Our
IS Team tackles challenging projects every day
You'll work closely with senior members
and assume important responsibilities right
away. And you'll be
encouraged to keep growing as you gain stature within our
organization. Were offering solid, entrylevel opportunities for:

PROGRAMMERS
• BSCS • coding, testing and debugging experience
• Cobol/Cobol II programming • familiarity with JCL
• background in Windows. OS/2, UNIX/AIX
or Easel preferred
We offer a fully competitive salary/benefits package, a creative, casual
working environment and strong career potential To lesm more, send
your resume to: Human Rmourcaa |DG), BluaCross BlueShield
of Ohio, 2060 East Ninth St., Cleveland, OH 44115. An equal
opportunity employer

BlueCross BlueShield
of Ohio

An indopancMrtl Licensee o* the
Blue Cross and Bk* Sn-Md Association

j&Sp* o»a»aea»oea »i^n»i=3oa»a«iitcie3»an-i »o»atr/j^»>l

Applications are now being accepted for thefl

Ilollis A. Moore
Memorial
Scholarship
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was
established to recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University
through participation anc leadership in
University community activities.

$500 will be awarded for
| the 1997-98 academic year.
To be considered for the scholarship, a student must
• be a rising Junior or «enlor
• have a 3.0 cumulative GPA
• demonstrate active participation in
University organizations
• be available for a personal interview
with the selection committee

Applications are available in
Student Financial Aid,
Room 231 Administration Building
and are due by April 11,1997.
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Sports

Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

AriZOna. WillS

Holdsclaw

» Tennessee repeat

The Associated Press

Kentucky stunned in title game
The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - Now there's
only one No. 1 left for the Arizona Wildcats - themselves.
Arizona, the team that was
supposed to be a year away, just
needed an extra five minutes to
win its first NCAA basketball
championship.
Led by the backcourt of Junior
Miles Simon und freshman Mike
Bibby, Arizona kept Kentucky
from repeating as national
champion with an 84-79 overtime
victory Monday night.
With three juniors, a sophomore and a freshman in the starting lineup, next year was supposed to be the one for Arizona
Instead, the Wildcats (25-9) made
their first championship appearance a thrilling one in a game
featuring 20 ties and 18 lead
changes.
Fourth-seeded Arizona became
the first team in tournament history to knock off three No. 1
seeds - Kansas, North Carolina
and now Kentucky, the winningest programs in college basketball history.
Kentucky was trying to become the second repeat champion since UCLA's stretch of
seven straight titles ended in
1973. Duke repeated as champion
in 1992.
Instead, Arizona won the first
overtime championship game
since Michigan beat Seton Hall
80-79 in 1989. Arizona reached
the Final Four with an overtime
win against Providence in the
Southeast regional.
Simon, who missed the first 11
games of the season because of
academic problems, finished

AamhMiriwiiktM
Kentucky's Wayne Turner goes up over Arizona's Miles Simon in the
NCAA Championship game. Arizona defeated Kentucky 84-79.

with 30 points. Bibby, the son of
former UCLA star Henry Bibby,
who won three college championships himself as a player,
had 14 of his 19 points in the second half.
Arizona became the losingest
team to win it all since Kansas
was27-llinl988.

One of the wildest final
minutes of regulation in NCAA
tournament history set up the
overtime.
Bibby made two free throws
with 1:01 left to give Arizona a
72-68 lead. Ron Mercer, Ken• See WILDCATS, page seven.

CINCINNATI - Tennessee
won yet another national championship, and this one might have
been the toughest - and most
bruising - of all.
Shackling Old Dominion with
aggressive, physical defense,
Tennessee weathered a secondhalf comeback and beat the Lady
Monarchs 68-59 Sunday night to
win its second straight national
championship in women's basketball and fifth overall.
Chamique Holdsclaw led the
Lady Vols (29-10) with 24 points
and made the key plays down the
stretch after Tennessee temporarily lost the lead. In the final
6:48, she scored 10 points, assisted on two baskets and
blocked a shot.
With 9.3 seconds left and the title secure, Holdsclaw slapped
hands and bumped bodies with
jubilant teammates. Indicative of
the way the game went, Old Dominion Ail-American guard Ticha Penicheiro threw the ball
away on the Lady Monarchs' last
possession, then went to the
bench in tears. It was her 11th
turnover and Old Dominion's
26th
Just as important as Holdsclaw's play was the Tennessee
defense, which was allowed to
bump and knock people around
without fouls being called while
the Lady Vols were building a
16-point lead in the first half.
The result was two and three
bodies sprawled on the floor at
times and a lot of frustration for
the Old Dominion players.
Old Dominion managed to
overcome that frustration,
though, and took the lead on
three occasions in the second
half, the last time at 49-47 on reserve Amber Eller's 3-pointer
from the left corner with 7:05
left.

BG alums comprise candidates
□ Former Falcons fill
list of potential candidates to replace the
departed Jim Larranaga.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

A short list of candidates is
already together to fill the position vacated by men's basketball
coach Jim Larranaga
Current Akron coach Dan Hipsher, a BG graduate and Fostoria
native, is among the leading candidates on a list that is exclusively former Falcon players and
coaches.
Other than current assistant
coach Keith Noftz, who will apply
for the position, the list includes
University of Detroit assistant
coach David Greer, Iowa assistant coach Rich Walker and
Hampton University assistant
coach Steve Merfeld.
Greer and Walker are former
players, while Merfeld was a
long-time assistant under Larranaga before resigning prior to
last season.
Greg Kampe, a former player
who is now the head coach at
Oakland University in Michigan,
could also be a candidate but is
said to be the leading candidate
for the vacant Central Michigan
head coaching position.
The BG list also includes a few
NBA coaches with BG ties. Bob
Hill, who was with the San Antonio Spurs before being fired
earlier this year, is a BG graduate and Charlie Parker, currently
an assistant coach with the Dallas Mavericks, was an assistant
coach under former BG coach
John Welnert.
Even Fran Voll, long-time administrator and women's basketball coach at BG, is considered a
possible candidate.
Voll, contacted Monday in Mt.
Pleasant, Mich, where he is currently the head coach of the Central Michigan women's basketball team, said that he "appreciated being considered a candidate," but said he was committed
to the CMU program.
"Any name associated with
basketball and BGSU is going to
be batted around," Voll said.
"That includes myself. I take it

I
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MEN'S
BASKETBALL

as a compliment that some people are using my name.
"Any job within the Bowling
Green athletic program is a great
one."
The other candidates were all
in Indianapolis for the NCAA
Final Four over the weekend and
unable to be reached for comment.
"We want to expedite this as
quickly as possible," said athletic
director Ron Zwierlein.
Zwierlein, in Indianapolis as
well, has yet to publicly announce how the search will be
conducted. He was set to return
to Bowling Green late today, and
the search is expected to start in
earnest then.

While the list of candidates is
filled with former Falcons, a BG
alumnus has not held the position
since 1976.
Larranaga, a Providence graduate, announced Saturday that he
was leaving for George Mason.
Current assistant coaches Mike
Gillian and Bill Courtney are expected to join Larranaga at GM.
Noftz will stay in BG to apply
for the job: however, and Larranaga said Sunday that he "hopes
BG will consider [Noftz] for the
job."
Noftz, if unable to claim the
head coaching position, said
Monday he could stay on as an
assistant, but currently is focused on getting the head job. He
was Larranaga's top assistant
last season.
"I would really like the opportunity," Noftz said. "We had a
great year last year, and we
would like to pick up right where
we left off next year."

Candidates?
There is certainly no shortage of possible candidates to replace departed men's basketball coach
Jim Larranaga. A lew possibilities;

• Keith

•Dan

Current
assistant
coach:
considered
favorite of
players

Current
Akron coach;
former Falcon
player and
Fostoria
native; Is said
to be interested in
position

Hlpsher

Noftz

^,—

• David

Greer

Current
assistant
coach at
Detroit;
former Falcon
player: is said
to be interested In
position

• Stove

Merfeld

Current
assistant
coach at
Hampton
-X

^°3MH

1

University;

long-time
assistant
under
Larranaga

•Rich

• Charlie

Current
assistant
coach at Iowa;
former Falcon
player

Current
assistant
coach with
the Dallas
Mavericks:
former Falcon
player

Walker

• Fran

Voll

Current
women's
coach at
Central
Michigan: BG
graduate,
former coach.
administrator

Parker

^m

At

^

•Bob

•■•aW Hill

A

Former head
coach of San
Antonio
Spurs: Falcon
graduate: was
a fraternity
brother of
Falcon AD
Ron Zwierlein

No definitive time table has been set for the selection of a new coach,
but University administrators plan to move quickly. High school seniors
can begin signing national letters of intent beginning April 9.

Larranaga attempted to foster
BG News Graphic by Scon Brown
a family atmosphere around his
teams, and sophomore forward
The date high school seniors
Anthony Stacey said that is an at- adding that he wanted to wait and
tribute he would like to see in the see who the next coach would be. can begin signing letters-ofWhile wanting to move quickly, intent is a week from Wednesnext coach
"I would like to see a positive Zwierlein stressed that the Uni- day, making the process even
coach, but bottom line, I just versity will go through the prop- more urgent.
want somebody who wants to er channels in choosing a new
"This will not be a closewin," Stacey said. "We have won, coach, including a public an- minded search," Zwierlein said
and we want to keep on winning." nouncement for applications and "We want to get as much input
Stacey refused to rule out a run-through with the Office of from as many people as possitransferring to another program, Affirmative Action.
ble."

*.

Associated Press ptot*
Tennessee's Laurie Milligan, Pashen Thompson and Kellie Jolly hoist
the championship trophy. The Volunteers look the NCAA Division I
Women's Tournament for the second straight year.

But Holdsclaw, the sophomore
All-American who always seems
to be there when Tennessee
needs her the most, came
through again.
First, Holdsclaw got a basket
inside to tie the score at 49 with
6:48 left. Then she fed Niya Butts
for a short bank shot in the lane
that put the Lady Vols up 51-49.
That was followed by a pass to
wide-open Pashen Thompson for
a layup, stretching the lead to
53-49, and Tiffani Johnson's basket inside made it 55-19 with 4:46
left.
After Clarisse Machanguana
made a running hook to make it a
four-point game, Holdsclaw got
the next two baskets to put it out
of reach to stretch the lead to
eight and the Lady Vols held on.
Holdsclaw took over down the
stretch after Mery Andrade, Old
Dominion's best defensive player
and emotional leader, fouled out
with 8:01 left battling for a rebound.
Penicheiro, Old Dominion's
darting, slashing point guard
from Portugal, bore the brunt of
the Tennessee defense. She went
scoreless in the first half and fin-

ished with 10 points on 4-of-13
shooting.
Machanguana's 16 points led
Old Dominion (34-2), which was
seeking a return to the glory
years that produced AIAW
national championships in 1979
and 1980 and the NCAA crown in
1985. But Tennessee was too relentless and the Lady Monarchs
saw their 33-game winning
streak come to an end.
The title capped a long bumpy
ride for Tennessee, which suffered through injuries and the
nation's toughest schedule in the
first half of the season. Tennessee stood lf>o after losing at Old
Dominion 83-72 on Jan. 7 and
looked nothing like a team that
could win the national championship.
But point guard Kellie Jolly returned from a knee injury after
that game and the Lady Vols regrouped to become only the second team in 16 years of NCAA
women's play to win consecutive
titles.
Southern Cal won in 1983 and
1984.

Gymnastics team
takes sixth in MAC
□ BG gymnasts have
GYMNASTICS
successful season
despite disappointing
finish at MAC Championships.
"We started out like

£

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News

When future generations
look at the record of this
year's Bowling Green gymnastics team, they will probably assume it was a bad year
for the team. Despite going
4-10 this year, the Falcons had
one of their best seasons in a
long time.
After the regular season
ended, the Falcons could still
avoid the cellar with a good
performance at the MAC
Championships. However, it
was not to be, as Bowling
Green's 188.925 score landed
them in last place. The Kent
Golden Flashes won the meet
with a 194.550.
Bowling Green set three
new school records. The Falcons recorded a new team
high score of 190.625, which
they equaled twice. Before
suffering an injury, junior
Heather Ferguson set new
school records for the balance
beam and floor exercises with
scores of 9.850 and 9.775 respectively.
Unfortunately, the one statistic that leaves a lasting impression is the sixth place finish out of six teams in the
MAC Championship.
"We started out like gangbusters, but we couldn't hold
on," said Bowling Green head

!

gangbusters, but
we couldn't hold
on."
Dan Connelly
Falcon gynmastics coach

coach Dan Connelly. "It was
an extremely exciting event.
It went down to the wire, and
Kent won. Central had a
chance at the end, but a couple
of their girls fell off the
beam."
Bowling Green's chances
took a big blow when sophomore Christina Treiber hyperextended both her knees. She
was scratched for two events.
She came back to compete in
the uneven bars and scored
9.725.
Other notable Falcon performances include Erin
Klingenberg's 9.650 in the
vault and 9.700 on floor exercises. Heather Shively had the
team's best score on the balance beam with a 9.550.
On the bright side. Connelly
was named the MAC Co-Coach
of the Year. He shares the
honor with Western Michigan's Brigitte Laketa.
"I guess the other coaches
looked at the way we competed and some of the records
we set over the course of the
season, and saw that we made
a definite change here," Connelly said.
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BG recovers from tough break
□ Falcons open MAC
play undefeated, take
on Michigan today after
returning from 2-6 Florida trip.
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News

On the strength of Saturday's
sweep of a doubleheader with
conference rival Central Michigan, the Bowling Green baseball
team has jumped out to a 9-6
overall record, 2-0 in the MAC.
Central, which finished last
season with a conference mark of
16-14, 1 1/2 games ahead of
Bowling Green, dropped the
games by scores of 3-0 and 10-3.
In the latter contest, Bowling
Green set a school record by hitting seven home runs.
In the first game, senior pitcher Andy Smith, who has been
dazzling on the mound all year,
got a complete game shutout,
scattering just six hits over seven innings of work. Smith raised
his record on the year to 4-0,
having struck out 27 and walked
just four. He has allowed just one
earned run in 30 innings pitched,
for a stunning 0.30 ERA.
"Andy Smith has been out-

standing all year," said BG coach
Danny Schmitz. "Every start has
been a quality start, and his performance really set the tone for
the series. If I were a guy on the
pitching staff, Andy Smith is the
guy I'd be watching right now."
Senior catcher Donny Schone
slashed a bases-loaded, two-run
double in the first inning, providing the Falcons' only two RBI's.
Central pitcher Sage Jackson
held the Falcons to just two hits,
and none of the Falcons' three
runs were earned. Aaron Mora
collected the only other BG hit.
In the second game, the Falcon
bats came alive. The BG
offensive onslaught went
13-for-30, pounding out seven
homers. Shortstop Drew Nlles
pounded out his team-leading
third of the year and Matt Mlynarek hit his first two of the year.
Brian Cannon, Donny Schone,
Bob Niemet and Jay Harrington
also hit one out for the Falcons.
Pitcher Joe Holland went all
seven innings, allowing just five
hits and earning just two runs.
Central Michigan pitcher Luke
Karr was rocked for eight runs in
the first 4 1-3 innings. The Falcons also touched up Rick Hollern for two runs in the final inning.
Cannon went 2-for-2 in the

game, improving his season
average to .393.
After the offensive barrage,
the Falcons were no doubt prepared to take on the Chippewas in
another doubleheader scheduled
for Sunday. The games were
rained out.
"The guys were really psyched," Schmitz said. "But Mother
Nature didn't let it happen. You
can prepare all you want, but she
has the final say."
Today at 2 p.m., the Falcons
will get a chance to ride that
emotional high as they take on
the Michigan. It is the first time
Bowling Green has hosted a Big
10 team in Schmitz's nine-year
tenure
Michigan holds a 16-9 overall
record, with a 6-2 mark in the Big
10.
"Any time you get a Big 10
game at your place, you're going
to be up for it," Schmitz said.
Michigan coach Geoff Zahn,
who spent 12 years in the major
leagues, is a Toledo resident, and
made sure that Bowling Green
was put on the Wolverines'
schedule.
"We're only one hour away,"
Schmitz said. "It's silly to not
play them."
Over spring break, the Falcons
dropped six of the eight games

xr

Sports Briefs
BG softball swept by Central Michigan

BASEBALL

The Falcon softball team fell to 0-4 in the Mid-American Conference after losing a doubleheader to Central Michigan 7-2 and
5-1.
Jennifer Wolfs record drops to 4-4 on the mound after the first
game. Amy Hamilton, who took the loss in the second, has yet to
mark the win column in five decisions.
Jenny Ranz, Pam Kreuz and Missy Phillips led the way at the
plate with two hits on the series.

they played in the Homestead
Florida Tournament.
The Falcons won their first
game in grand fashion, beating
New York Tech 13-1. That
brought the Falcons' record to
Women's tennis dominates at San Francisco
6-0 on the season. Then things
turned sour.
The BG women's tennis team handled San Francisco 9-0 last
The Falcons lost their first
Thursday. The team took every flight in the singles category as
game of the year to Bradley 8-6,
well as doubles play.
then dropped an extra-inning afBG traveled to the Riverside Racquet Club Sunday to take on
Miami. The netters were bested 7-2.
fair to Troy State 12-11 in 11 inJulie Weisblatt was the only winner in singles play downing
nings.
Amanda Shinall 6-3, 7-5. With the decision BG drops to 6-4 overThe next day, the Falcons took
all
and 0-1 in conference play.
a beating at the hands of Indiana,
losing 22-6. They then lost again
Men's tennis struggles against Miami
by the score of 5-4 to Wright
State.
The BG netters were handled by invading Miami Saturday at
The Falcons got back on their
Keefe Courts, 6-2. Ryan Gabel was the top performer for BG
feet with a convincing 12-2 vicdefeating Miami's Greg Cookson 6-2,6-1.
tory over Niagara, but dropped
BG's Joel Terman-Radu Bartan combo defeated Miami's Yvon
the next game of the tournament,
Edoumou-Quin 8-4 in the third flight doubles.
17-8, to Wright State.
With the loss, BG falls to 6-6 overall and 0-1 in the MAC.
In their final game, the Falcons
lost a squeaker, 2-1, to C.W. Post.
"Obviously we aren't happy
with going 2-6," Schmitz said.
"But I guess sometimes records
bring Kentucky within one.
are misleading. We really played Continued front page six.
good baseball. Sometimes you rucky's hero in last season's
Bibby stood out near halfcourt
have to lose games to win games championship game, then hit a dribbling the ball as the shot
down the road."
3-pointer with 51 seconds left to clock wound down.

WILDCATS

Chicago

Cincinnati

Houston

Pittsburgh

Last Year: 76-86
Place: Fourth

Last Year: 81-81
Place: Third

Last Year: 82-80
Place: Second

Last Year: 73-89
Place: Fifth

St. Louis
Last Year: 88-74
Place: First

Gains: P's Mel Rojas. Kevin Tapani and
Terry Mulholland; SS Shawon Dunslon;
OF Dave Clark.
Losses: P Jaime Navn'ro; OF Luis
Gonzalez, 3B Leo Gomez.
Intrigue: Second baseman Ryne
Sandberg is one short ol Joe Morgans
record 266 home runs by a second
baseman Mel Rojas should fill in nicely
as the stopper lo replace Randy Myers,
bul will the Cubs have the lead enough lo
give Rojas Ihe ball lale in the game'

Gains: OF's Deion Sanders and Ruben
Sierra. P's Kent Mercker. Ricky Bones,
Billy Brewer and Slan Belinda; 3B Terry
PendeHon.
Losses: OF's Eric Davis. Kevin Mitchell
and Thomas Howard; 3B Chris Sabo; P's
Mark Portugal. Lee Smith and Johnny
Ruflin.
Intrigue: Will Ray Knight, Marge Schott's
hand-picked manager, lay his hands off a
little more'' He used 147 different lineups
last year. If Sanders does not produce, will
Deion slick wilh |ust football next year?

Gains: P's Sid Fernandez, Russ Springer.
Jose Lima and Danny Darwin, OF's Luis
Gonzalez, Thomas Howard and John
Cangelosi, C's Brad Ausmus and Kirt
Manwaring; SS Pat Listach
Losses: P's Doug Drabek. Todd Jones,
Doug Brocail and Xavier Hernandez; OF's
Brian Hunter and Derrick May; SS Orlando
Miller.
Intrigue: The Astros, with the solid young
infield of Bagwell, Biggio, Berry and
Listach could post some wins this year.
Will the young pitching staff help out?

Gains: SS Kevin Elsler; 3B Joe Randa
Losses: SS Jay Bell; IF Jeff King, 2B
Carlos Garcia; OF Orlando Merced; P's
Dan Plesac and Dan Miceli.
Intrigue: The Pirates, with'first-year
manager Gene Lamont. is fielding an entire
team ol prospects this year It should prove
to be a major rebuilding year Since winning
the NL East in 1992. the Pirates are a
dismal 259-323 with three last-place
finishes.

Gains: P Lance Painter. 2B Delino
DeShields; C Tom Lampkin; IF Steve
Scarsone; OF's Andy Van Slyke and Con/
Snyder.
Losses: SS Ozzie Smith; 2B Luis Alicea:
P's Cory Bailey and Rene Arocha
Intrigue: Will Tony LaRussa. who was
able lo bnng a division title to St. Louis in
his first year, be able to repeat the task?
Dennis Eckersly is still slated to be the
Cards' stopper this year. When will the
42-year-ok) run out ol juice?

BG News Pick: 75-87 (fourth)

BG News Pick: 84-78 (thrid)

BG News Pick: 86-76 (first)

BG News Pick: 62-100 (fifth)

BG News Pick: 85-77 (second)

Colorado

Los Angeles

Last Year: 83-79
Place: Third

Last Year: 90-72
Place: Second

Gains: P Jerry Dipoto; C Kirt Manwaring
Losses: P's Bret Saberhagen, Armando
Reynoso and Lance Painter.
Intrigue: The Rockies are a Jeckell-andHyde team. Will the Rockies, who were 5526, hitting 343 at Coors Field, ligure out
how to win on the road? Colorado was 2853, hitting .228 in other ballparks lasl year.
The Rocks led the NL in average (287)
and homers (221) last year, Out came in a
distant last in ERA (5 59) They also
allowed the most homers (198)

BG News Pick: 81-81 (third)

Gains: 3B Todd Zeile. IF's Nelson Liriano.
Chip Hale, Eddie Williams and Howard
Battle
Losses: 2B Delino DeShields, 3B Mike
Blowers; IF Dave Hansen, C Carlos
Hernandez: OF's Chad Curtis and Dave
Clark.
Intrigue: Bill Russell steps in as just the
third Dodger manager since 1954 Will he
be able to carry on Lasorda's tradition?
With Rookie of Ihe Year Hideo Nomo, the
Dodgers had the lowest ERA as a learn,
but the second lowest batting average Will
Zeile and rookie Wilton Guerrerro help?
BG News Pick: 90-72 (first)

BHa

San Diego

San Francisco

Last Year: 91-71
Place: First

Last Year: 68-94
Place: Fourth

Gains: P's Sterling Hitchcock and Joey
Eischen; 2B quitvio Veras; OF Phil Planner
Losses: P's Scott Sanders. Bob
Tewksbury, Willie Blair and Dustm
Hermanson. C Bnan Johnson; OF Chris
Gwynn: 2B Jody Reed.
Intrigue: The Pads' outfield of Greg
Vaughn, Steve Finley and Tony Gwynn is
one ol Ihe best in baseball National
League MVP Ken Caminiti is back from
offseason shoulder surgery, but will he be
able lo duplicate his incredible year? The
Padres have the best bullpen in the league,
last year rolling lo a 3.30 ERA
BG News Pick: 88-74 (second)

Gains: IF's Jose Vizcaino, Jeff Kent and
Mark Lewis; P's Julian Tavarez and Doug
Henry; 1B J T. Snow. OF's Darryl Hamilton
and Damn Jackson.
Losses: P's Allen Watson, Jaime
Brewington and Mark Dewey, 3B Matt
Williams. 2B Robby Thompson; SS
Shawon Dunston.
Intrigue: Only Barry Bonds and Glenallen
Hill remain from last year's opening day
lineup. Is the huge investment in Bonds
payoff?

NATIONAL

A \im
LEAGUE

BG News Pick: 64-98 (fourth)

Atlanta

Florida

Montreal

New York

Philadelphia

Last Year. 96-66
Place: First

Last Year: 80-82
Place: Third

Last Year: 88-74
Place: Second

Last Year: 71-91
Place: Fourth

Last Year: 67-95
Place: Fifth

Gains: P's Yorkis Perez, Paul Byrd, Alan
Embree. Scott Brow and Bryan Harvey.
OF's Kenny Lofton and Hensley Meulens
Losses: P's Steve Avery and Greg
McMichael. OF's Dave Justice, Marquis
Grissom and Jerome Walton; 3B Terry
PendeHon
Intrigue: The Braves have won 550
games over the past five years, more than
any other team. The Lofton trade
provides the defending NL champs with
the best leadoff hitter in baseball. He will
lill in nicely for Grissom, but will Andruw
Jones step up in the place of Justice?
BG News Pick: 106-56 (first)

Gains: Ps Alex Fernandez, Dennis Cook
and Dustm Hermanson; OFs Moises Alou.
Bobby Bonilla, Jim Eisenreich and John
Cangelosi.
Losses: 1B Gerg Colbrunn; 2B Quilvio
Veras; OF Andre Dawson; P Yorkis Perez
Intrigue: Martins' owner H Wayne
Huizenga spent nearly $90 million during
the offseason and brought in some big
names and Jim Leyland, one ol the best
managers in baseball. Will Ihe Marlins,
sick of trailing expansion partner Colorado
in the standings and at the gate be able to
buy their way there?
BG News Pick: 90-72 (second)

Gains: P's Lee Smith, Jim Bullinger, Marc
Valdez, Melvin Bunch and Matt Wagner, C
Chris Widger; OF's Doug Strange and
Torey Lovullo: IF Geronimo Pena
Losses: P's Mel Rojas, Jeff Fassero. Mark
Leiter, Mike Dyer and Alex Pacheco. OF's
Moises Alou. Tamil Benitez and Lenny
Webster; IF Dave Sitvestri
Intrigue: The budget-conscious Expos
took hard hits this winter with the loss of
Rojas, Alou and Fassero Will the Expos,
who have gone the longest in the majors
without making the playoffs (1981). still
have the guns to make it?
BG News Pick: 70-92 (tie-thnd)

iWttifc^iNtujrf

o
Time is running out
to register for the
18th Annual RA Drive In Workshop
to be held April 5th at
Bowling Green State University!
Cost is only $15 for BGSU Students
For more information, call (419) 372-6644

Gains: P's Armando Reynoso, Greg
McMichael and Toby Borland; 1B John

Olerud
Losses: P's Robert Person, Paul Byrd,
Doug Henry and Jerry Dipoto; 1B Rico
Brogna
Intrigue: The Mets would have a strong
young rotation il Jason Isringhausen, Bill
Pulsipher and Paul Wilson stay healthy.
Right now they're not Would a solid staff
be enough to keep Ihe Mets in contention?
The offense could be strong, if Todd
Hundley, Carlos Baerga, Bernard Gilkey
and Lance Johnson come through
BG News Pick: 66-96 (fifth)

Gains: P's Mark Portugal, Mark Leiter and
Scott Ruftcorn; OFs Danny Tartabull and
Derrick May; OF/IF Rex Hudler; 1B Rico
Brogna.
Losses: P's Sid Fernandez, Toby Borland
and Russ Springer; C Benito Santiago, OF
Jim Eisenreich.
Intrigue: The Phillies set league records
last year by using the disabled list 23 times
and using 54 players over the course of the
year They're dying for someone to help
with last year's last-in-the-NL finish.

BG News Pick: 70-92 (tie-third)

GMAT
FOR RENT »
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Fall <97 and Spring '98
Limited Summer Available
Featuring:
Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. Fum./Unfurn.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

Chance

June 21,1997

The Computer Test is coming!
Don't miss your last chance
ever to tale the GMAT
on paper!
Scores are good
for 5 years!
Call today to e. .roll.

352-9135

Please call for more information
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Jim O'Brien joins list for
Ohio State coaching job
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio -- Add Boston College coach Jim O'Brien to
the list of candidates for the Ohio
State coaching Job.
O'Brien arrived in Columbus
on Monday to interview for the
Ohio State job, sports information director Steve Snapp said.
"He has meetings with (athletics director Andy) Geiger and
other university officials," Snapp
said.
Snapp said he did not know if
O'Brien would be offered the job
during the meetings. O'Brien, 46,
has coached Boston College for
11 seasons.
Ohio State has tapped Boston
Open Weekdays al 4 p.m.
Open al Lunch Fri., Sal. & Sun.
College for a coach before. The
203 N. MAIN, B.G.
352-5166 Buckeyes took Gary Williams
from BC in 1986 and he coached
Ohio State to a 59-43 record in
1
YOUR CHOICE
three seasons before leaving for
■
ANY 2 ITEMS
Maryland, his alma mater.
O'Brien is 168-166 at BC and
234-216 in 15 seasons of college
coaching. The Eagles are 41-20 in
■
(Be«IVaki»-12SlK»»)
the last two seasons and have
■ Add Brcadsticks! Only $2,001 won 17 or more games in four of
■
.—.
FREE DELIVERY •352-51661 the last five years. They made it
A NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 1 to an NCAA regional final four
years ago, and won the Big East
' rJE&SXfato*
CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA!
|MZZG/
COUPON EXPIRES ON VI5/97J regular-season and tournament
titles this year.

Alcohol
affects your ability
to think clearly.
...,-

.

■
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PISANELLO'S

C

A
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|Sm
$4.75 Large....$7.75
f Med....$6.25 XLg
$9.50
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5/15/97

MID AM MANOR
NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

O'Brien has two years left on a
contract that reportedly pays
him between $350,000 and
$400,000 a year.
Geiger also has talked with
Kevin Stallings of Illinois State,
Steve Alford of Southwest Missouri State and Mike Jarvis of
George Washington. Two coaches thought to be top candidates
going into the search. Bob Huggins of Cincinnati and Pete Gillen
of Providence, apparently have
never been contacted.
Snapp said he did not know if
Muggins or Gillen had been interviewed.
Geiger plans to interview finalists for both the men's and women's jobs on campus this week.
The vacancies were created
March 10 when Geiger fired
men's coach Randy Ayers and
women's coach Nancy Darsch.
Amy Tucker, associate head
women's coach at Stanford, said
she met with Geiger for about an
hour in Cincinnati Sunday. The
Springboro native and former
Ohio State player said Geiger did
not offer her the job during the
Interview.
Geiger said the contracts for
the men's and women's coaches
will include equal base salaries.
He would not reveal figures, but
a source estimated they could be
between $140,000 and $150,000 a
year.
Ayers and Darsch, earned base
salaries of about $114,000 and
$90,000, respectively, this year.

Mason last month after four consecutive losing seasons at the
school.
"With the resources that
George Mason has, it is very possible, after a short re-building
period, to be a conference contender year in and year-out,"
Larranaga said.
Members of the Falcon team
said they were sad to see Larranaga leave.
"It's difficult," said sophomore forward Anthony Stacey,
the team's second-leading scorer
last season and top returnee for
next year. "I'm happy for him,
though. I understand his situation."
Ten letter winners return for
the Falcons next season, including three starters. Many of the
players looked to Larranaga as a
father figure.
"He worked us hard, but he
was a really good coach," freshman center Phil Murray said.
"He took the time to help each of
us out, on the court and off."
Stacey said that his basketball
future is "in doubt" and will wait
until a new coach is hired before
evaluating that future.
.
Athletic director Ron Zwierlein will head the search for a
new coach (see related story,
page five).
"Jim left some big shoes to
fill," Zwierlein said. "It's mixed
emotions for me. On one end, you
hate to see someone who has
been a valuable member of the
Falcon family for a long time
move on.
"On the other end, I'm excited
for Jim. He has a program that is

his to do with as he likes."
Larranaga, coming off a season
where he was the MAC Coach of
the Year and led BG to its most
victories in 47 years, had one
year remaining on his contract.
BG competed in the MIT three
times during Larranaga's tenure,
but never reached the NCAA
Tournament. The past four
seasons saw Larranaga's teams
post a 70-44 record.
Larranaga's move was expected long before he had his first interview at GM on March 21. His
son Jay, the leading 3-point
scorer in BG history, will graduate in May and many had speculated that Larranaga would move
on after his son had left the program.
Larranaga discounted that Saturday, however, saying he was in
full preparation for next season
at BG when the George Mason
"opportunity" presented itself.
Larranaga said he was "overwhelmed" with the facilities at
George Mason. He said he expects to recruit from Ohio and
wouldn't rule out a future game
with Bowling Green, "but not
next year, because those guys
are going to be pretty good."
Asked how he would like his 11
years at Bowling Green to be remembered, Larranaga spoke of
his players.
"The most important thing to
me was the relationship with my
players," he said. "I've retained
contact with all the guys I've
coached.
"Bowling Green was a great
place to raise my family. I will
keep a lot of fond memories."

You Can Still Register for Summer Classes!
* 1,155 Summer Credit Courses
* 72 Special Summer Workshops
* 27 Study Abroad Programs

Call Now!!!!
352-4380

COACH
Continued from page one.
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The BGSU Summer Schedule of Classes is also

Continuing Education,

online: http://www.bRsu.edu/colloges/ContEd/
Check out summer dates, deadlines and
registration information. The online schedule

International St Summer Programs

is updated weekly.

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
372-8181
_
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Weekend Escapes
for as low as $109
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from MasterCard and United Airlines!
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Take OrT For The Weekend With United Airline?
And Return The Following Monday Or Tuesday
To Gret Substantial Savings When
You Use Vour MasterCard® Card.
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trwtt CMf MM: June 6 1997

Weekender Zone Fare Certificate

,1

S T A I I

Use Your MasterCard® Card
For (3reat 9avinos On United Airlines.

.. rjaraTfrBM-l

rt*NCtS

^^^^«*

To make reservations call United al 1-800-241 652?
or your travel professional
Please relerence Weekender Zone Fare Cerliticate AVD02'

Roundtrip Rates
Within Zone A or B
Between Zone A & Zone B
Between Zone A & Zone C
Between Zone B & Zone C
Within Zone C

Agncy Tickttmg laitructioa v- S*mA*V0O?7

$129 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$269 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$109 roundtrip

Not valid tor "awl to/lrom IL/CO/AK/MI
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as retirement income, the money you don t send
to Washington can work even harder lor you.

arc tax-deferred annuities designed to help build

Wk.t else do SRAs offer? A lull range of

additional assets —money thai can help make the

investment i hoii ei end the financial expertise

difference between living and living

ol TIAA-CRKK — Americas largest retirement

M-C//alter

orgam/diinn

your working years are over.

To find out more, slop by your benefits offn «

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted
from your salary on a pretax Li-,.

,.. \ou pay

less in taxes now. And since earnings on your

or g.ve us a «..II SI I 800 8-12-2888. We II ihow
you how SRAs can lower v1"' tUCS
I)o it today — it couldn't hurt.

SRAs arc also tax deferred until you receive them

MasterCa

Vnii us on the Internet at www.iiaa-cref.org

9; UNITED AIRLINES
CiW/ MntvCM Hkvn0-y.it tncaporaM

8 016 5003000045 7

I.I\.

we recommend TIAA-CREF SR U SRAi

^

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
cm I ....I.. MM "• '■
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I
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NBA Standings
►aslional Katlariball Association
Th* Aaaociasrd Prnw
AITlmtaEST
EAST BIN CONKHNCX
AsWic Division
W
L
Pa.
(
<-MI>r>
S3
18
.746
x-NewYork
51
21
.708
Orlando
40 31
-563
13
.507
17
Washington
36 35
30
NawJeraey
23 48
324
Philadelphia
20 SO
286
32.5
Boaton
13 S9
181
40.5
Cantnsl DMatoa
62 9
873
xOilcago
X Atlanta
SO
22
.694
125
x Detroit
49 22
690
13
Ovarlotte
4S
26
.634
17
Oevsasnd
37 34
.521
25
Indiana
35 36
.493
27
Milwaukee
28 43
J94
34
Toronto
26 47
JS6
37
WBIKN CONFiRENa

u

Midwest Division
I.
W
Pet.
17
xUtah
54
.761
x-Houaton
23
48
.676
Minneaota
37
35
.486
310
Dallas
22 49
51
Denver
20
282
San Antonio
18 S3
.254
Vancouver
12 62
.162
Pacific Division
50
22
.694
x-Seattle
23
48
x l-A Lariters
.676
.30
43
-589
X Portland
39
33
.458
Phoenix
40
31
437
I.A (Tippet-.
43
29
.403
Sacramento
4ft
25
JS2
Golden State
x-clinched playoff berth
Saturday's Games
Washington 94, Dallas 87
Atlanta 88, Sacramento 74
Chicago III, New Jersey 101
Houston 120. Denver 105
Utah 115, San Ant onio 102
Sunday's Games
New York 101. Orlando 86
Indiana 103, LA Clipper* 96, OT
Toronto 102, Miami 97
Cleveland 84, Dallas 80
Philadelphia 96, Detroit 92
Minneaota 113, Golden State 102
Denver 99, Milwaukee 97
Phoenix 107, Seattle 106
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia at Orlando, 7:30 p m.
I*A. Clipper* at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
New York at Cleveland. 7:30 p. m
Washington at Indiana, 7:30 p.m.
I. A. Lakers at Seattle, 8 p.m.
Boston at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
Detroit at Dallas, 830 p.m.
Houston at Denver, 9 p.m.
Golden State at Portland, 10 pm
Milwaukee at Vancouver. 10 p.m.
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6
19.5
32
34
36
43.5

15
7JI
17
18.5
21
245

Football player dies
saving coach's son
The Associated Press
...HUE. Hawaii - Shannon
Smith, a kicker on Hawaii's football team, drowned over the
weekend while trying to save
coach Fred vonAppen's 6-y ATold son.
Police on the island of Kauai
said Smith and the vonAppen
family were on an outing at Waipahee Slippery Slide Saturday
when the drowning occurred.
Smith and the youngster, Cody,
were sucked into a whirlpool
after going down the natural
slide together.
Police Sgt. Cecil Baliaris said
Smith, who would have been 21
Tuesday, saved the boy by pushing him toward a large branch
which was used to pull the boy
out of the water.
He said Smith was then pulled
under. His body was found 90
minutes later.
"They apparently got sucked

into a whirlpool and went down
twice," Baliaris said.
"Mrs. (Thea) vonAppen
jumped in to try to render aid,
but the whirlpool was too strong.
Family members helped get her
out with a big branch or stick.
"Shannon held the boy up to
keep him from going under
again. He pushed him toward the
big branch and they got the little
boy out, but Shannon was pulled
under and drowned."
Baliaris added, "... That young
man was a hero. He gave up his
life to save that little boy."
The medical examiner said
Smith may have hit his head on a
rock and was knocked unconscious. Smithes brother, Ryan,
said.
Smith, a Kauai resident, played
one season at Southern Oregon
and transferred to Hawaii last
season. He was expected to battle
for the placekicking job when
spring practice opened Tuesday.

Dawg Pound takes
off in space shuttle
The Associated Press

days remaining until kickoff for
a team that doesn't exist at a staCLEVELAND -- Here we go dium that hasn't been built yet.
Brownies, here we go ... on a
space shuttle mission.
The Browns say this is not sciAn astronaut from Cleveland ence fiction. When the team
will bring a Cleveland Browns moved to Baltimore after the
flag aboard the Space Shuttle 1995 season, the NFL guaranteed
Columbia when it takes off on a that the city would receive a re16-day mission Wednesday.
placement team by 1999. It's just
Donald A. Thomas also will not known where the team will
wear a watch counting down to
the Browns' first preseason come from or who will be the opgame, tentatively scheduled for ponent in the first home exhibiAug. 21, 1999. There will be 870 tion game.

NHL Standings
National Hockey league
■y The Associated Press
A* Times 1ST
EA51HN tlWHBMI
A«aMi< Division
W L
T Pnj
X Philadelphia
43 22 11 97
x New Jersey
41 21 13 95
x-Plorida
33 26 18 84
N.Y. Rangers
35 32 9
79
Washington
30 38 8
68
N.Y. Islanders
28 36 11 67
Tampa Bay
29 38 8
66
Northeast Division
W L T Pts
x Buffalo
38 26 11 87
Pittsburgh
36 33 7
79
28 34 14 70
Hartford
29 36 10 68
Ottawa
26 34 15 67
Boston
24 43 9
57
VVBIttNCCexaHJHNCI
Central Division
W L T Pta
X Dallas
45 23 6
96
36 24 15 87
x-Derroit
Phoenix
35 35 6
76
St. Lotus
33 34 9
75
Chicago
31 33 12 74
Toronto
28 41 7
63
Pacific Division
W L T Pt«
x Colorado
101
46 21 9
Edmonton
35 34 7
77
Anaheim
33 33 11 77
Calgary
32 36 8
72
Vancouver
32 40 5
69
W* Angeles
26 41 10 62
57
San Jose
25 43 7
x-clinched playoff berth

PREFERRED
GF
258
.'15
207
240
194
219
202

GA
199
171
187
212
216
222
232

GF
221
264
234
201
208
217

GA
190
257
263
232
221
280

GF
231
237
215
221
204
216

GA
176
181
226
229
196
257

GF
259
236
226
203
238
198
188

GA
187
226
219
215
258
253
248

NEW YORK - NBC acquired a
25-percent stake in Madison
Square Garden and its two sports
teams, the New York Knicks and
Rangers, as part of a deal Monday that also gave it part ownership of several cable networks.
NBC exchanged its stakes in
several networks owned by
Rainbow Programming Holdings
Inc. for a 25-percent share of

Rainbow, which is owned by Cablevision Systems Corp.
The value of the deal wasn't
disclosed.
Rainbow owns American Movie Classics, Bravo, the Independent Film Channel and several
SportsChannel regional
networks.
Cablevision earlier in March
announced it would gain full
ownership of the Garden by purchasing a 25-percent stake in ITT

Corp. for at least $650 million.
"We did it because we felt it
would be helpful to have NBC as
partners in all of Rainbow's businesses instead of just some," said
Joshua Sapan, Rainbow president
and CEO.

SEATTLE - The Seattle Times
says it went too far when it electronically erased the Cleveland
Indian's logo, Chief Wahoo, from
photos of the team's baseball
caps.
In a section last Wednesday to
preview the start of the baseball
season, The Times used small
photos of team baseball caps as
icons or keys to content. The
Cleveland hat, however, was
minus its logo in the three places
it appeared.

(h Sunday, Times Executive
Editor Michael R. Fancher told
newspaper readers that the
paper was wrong to have done
that.
"We took racial sensitivity a
step too far last week in previewing the baseball season," Fancher
wrote in his weekly column, "Inside the TUTsM."
The grinning caricature of an
Indian has been widely criticized
by American Indians and others
as demeaning. The team has defended the logo as honoring Louis
Sockalexis, a Penobscot from
Maine who was the first Ameri-

Tuesday's Cams*
Tampa at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
New Jersey at Washington, 7:30 p.m.
St. Louis at Detroit, 7:30 p.m
Buffalo at N.Y. Rangers, 8 p.m.
San Jose at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Chicago at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at Hartford. 7 p.m.
Ottawa at Buffalo, 7:30 p. m.
Florida at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.
N.Y. Islanders at Dallas. 8:30 p.m
Colorado at Calgary, 9:30 p.m
Anaheim at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

up, Sapan said.
Rainbow's local news outlets,
like the News 12 cable network
on Long Island, may also benefit
from shared resources and programming with NBC News, Sapan said.

NBC's presence will help
Bravo expand Its network in LaViewers should not notice any
tin America and will provide ex- difference in the operation of the
pertise for two independent film networks immediately because
companies that Rainbow has set of the deal, he said.

can Indian to play major-league
baseball. He played for Cleveland from 1897-99.
Fancher wrote that it's The
Times' policy to respect American Indian complaints that the
nicknames and mascots of some
sports teams are offensive. The
newspaper, he wrote, uses the
names where necessary, but
avoids them in headlines and
avoids "the discretionary uses of
the mascot images."

(Indoor hosted $»*nn>ino pool, tnurm, Hy^Sf>»VVha1jiooi,con>pte»»
smarcfao equipment, oompaMo looter room and Hiowr ladHtaa)

PROPERTIES
BOWLING GRCCN

flnscnnu

VS. MlCHIGRN
2:00 PM
ST6LLfiR Fl€LD

Monday's Games
Last-Game Not Included
Pittsburgh 4. Florida 3
Dallas at Fdmonton(n)

Newspaper electronically edits Indian's logo
The Associated Press

352-9378

Fox Run-Haven House Manor
Piedmont'Birchwood Place-Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing-Houses
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywo od Health Spe

Sunday's Games
New Jersey 5, Ixs Angeles 2
Anaheim 1, Detroit 0, OT
Chicago 3, Buffalo 2
Dallas 3, Vancouver 2
St. Louis 3, Philadelphia 2

NBC acquires stake in Knicks, Rangers
The Associated Press

GET YOUR APARTMENT
BEFORE TIME RUNS OUT
Now Leasing for Fall *97
Call Today I

from photos of the Cleveland hat.
"That's something we're not
supposed to do," Alex MacLeod, Times managing editor,
said in a note to the newspaper
staff. "The integrity of each photo is critical. You cant compromise one without raising a question about all. The photo manipulation was well intentioned, but
the result was a visual lie."

Fancher added, "In this case,
the appropriate solution would
In preparing the preview sec- have been choosing something
tion. The Times used computer other than the offending hat to itechnology to remove the logo dentify the Cleveland content."

TOMORROW AFTERNOON:

2:00 PM
vs. CLEVELAND STATE
STELLAR FIELD

Thank you to the following Faculty
and staff for your
outstanding support and participation in this
year's celebration of
Black History Month!
Sidney Ribeau, President
Charles Middlcton, Provost
Dawn Mays, Office of Student Activities/Multicultural Activities
John Bentley, Performance Studies (Music)
Vicki Patraka, English/ICS
Cynthia Beeklcy, Education Administration/Supervision
Conrad Pritschcr, Educational Foundations & Inquiry
Tom Southern, EDSE/Spccial Education
Amy O'Donnell. Office of Student Life
Frances Dumas-Hincs, Family & Consumer Sciences
Karen Kakas, Art
Debbie Owens, Journalism
Jeannie Ludlow, Ethnic Studies/Women's Studies
Elizabeth Hcincman, History
Brian Dolinar, American Culture Studies
Carolyn Palmer, Higher Education & Student Affairs
Jack Taylor, Office of Multicultural Affairs
Anna Belle Bognar, Music Education
Janet Gupton, Theatre
Wallace E. DcPuc, Music Composition History
Barbara O'Hagin, Music Education
Rachel Buff, History
Laura Podalsky, Romance Languages
J.S. Scott, Ethnic Studies
Shirley Ostler, English
Shcrlon Brown, Educational Foundations & Inquiry
Mary Howard-Hamilton, Higher Education & Student Affairs
Nikka Hcllman, Office of Student Life

TONIGHT AT THE

OJIOIV

BGSU ICE ARENA
Public Skating Schedule
Wed., Fri. & Sat. •8-10 PM
Sunday • 3:30 -5:30 & 7-9 PM

.MOOOCCOOOWOOOOOOOOOOOWCOCOOO'X"

s

The Bowl-I\-Greenery

.I

TIJUANA TUESDAY!

H maks all you can eat tocos & fajitas, also including soup &
\j
salad Bar, potato bar and Beverages

BGSU Students (w/ I.D.)
$2.00 Admission

,*H

And...

We're also serving our own

Seven Layer Salad!

$1.00 rental skates of all sizes

fill
For
Only

BGSU Ice Arena is also available
for private rentals.

.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.w.

Public skating will not be available when the
varsity hockey team is at home.
CALL 372-2264 for more information
and confirmation of these times.

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS
CALL RANDY AT 372-2764 for
information about Senior Spring Hockey League.
Teams will be forming and play will begin in a
couple of weeks. BG students welcome to participate.
1

s*5.20

I

The Pheasant Room St
i New York Strip Steak |
Dinner
<
[ your dinner includes an 8 oz 'HiW ybrl(_Strip cooked to your |»"
specification, tossed salad, potato, dinner rolls, & Butter. (9

^7.95

Other sandwiches dr.
dinnersi alwaus
always available

c*

0-7:OOpmKHours: 4:30-

*rVsrWW.WLftrV»ryV%r^.WWWgBH■■■■V.'.W
"MealCardAccepted4:30- 7:00pm
•Big Charge Accepted11:30am ■ 1:30pm dr 4:30 - 7:00pm
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fR
CD

Young and On Restless |Bokla B.

Is Bie World Turns IT

Guiding Light

Oprah Winlrey X

News n

Daytime

One Lite to Live 3.

General Hospital I

Roste 0 Donnell ■'

News I

Another World I

Sunset Beech 0C

Baywatch (In Stereo) K

Ousting

BilNye

Creatures

Gourn*!

Swing

Sesame StlMtX

Gargoyles

Bobby

Bobby

Quack

Flinutorns Mart

[All My Children Jt.

Cosby

Blossom Jt Days ot Out Lives I

Computer

Instructional Programming

Sesame St Instruction

n

BillNye

Daling

CopeUnd

Truth

He.lywed

auto Show Dinosaurs

Art
Mega Man

•Angel IWfi <he Tnmper Al Home... USA (R|

1 :■'
','■','11.' 1.
■ i laaa—K ■;..■■!.'i.l.i i ' If.'
CABLE STATIONS

i.

|News X.

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

ABCNwt

Entertain

Hard Copy Roseanne
Floal TV | MaOY u

NightlineX Politically

Dateline'lr Slen 0] 1

ki-i-s-H o

Tonighl Show (In Stereo)

Frontline (In Siereol X

Imaging America 3

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Arthur X

Brainstorm Nova "Siamese Tweis" I Frontline |ln Steieo) Jt

Imaging America 31

Served

Spinlelcl ::

Home Imp. Movie:... "HoiShoisiPartOeu«"(IS93. Comedy) News

News

NBC News

Cops «

Barney

Oceanus

Business

News-Lehrer

Magic Bus

Sand (ego

Wishbone

News-Lehre

Ouack

Simpsons

Home Imp

. .Ul.vi^l.'. .^l-...:..'/.rl nangera

Mad-Vou

Lets Show! r» Siefeo) 3L

News!

Sandiego

Bloomberg News

Uovie:... ■The Las Boy Scour (1991. Drama) X Neirsl
Home Imp.

Practice Part V X

Monlel Williams.»

King Aflhu' Live at Five News

Sen : . ■

Spin City
Caroline

Wisnbone

iBeetleborg Rangers

Mysterious Ian

UewsX
News*

Bloomberg News

rrean n.

Something Frasier I

Nova 3) in Storeo) X

""'" "-v-

Moesha A SoclShkts jln House
|ki House
News
nua—
lima niiimi.a pun ii rn mi ii riiain ii i i
^™"

Slar Trek Nest Gene'

[Coach It

|Sportsialk
i-ul.
liiww.

News i>
Istwruui

Gallagher Hero
[Robin Williams
jviva
joreamon Daily Slim Lomic
1 Baseball
Dsjh Show ContK
D*ly Show :Dr KaU
|Soap I
|Whose'
|Saturday Night Live K
Movie: •• forro ffieGarBUde"(l93 Comedy) |Tk*H
COM Kids in Mall U:iman
Major League Baseball New York Yankees ai Sean* Markers (Lrve).ir
|Sportscanter X
Sponsor {Baseball
Major League Baseball Chicago Cubs al Florida Manns (Lin) X
lUor League Baseball Chicago While So> al Toronto Blue Jays (Uve) 3C
ESPN Sportsceme 'PI
Movie: ... Iucas-(I966) Corey Ham PG-LTX Movie: .'i "aapoarju»-(ISS6)SharonSlone R'X Countdown IMovie »W|0M"(IM7)'R ■
Uovie: *e'7 legends of me Nor»r{i995)'PG' I Movie: .«'i-Bfta|*>"(l990) Anthony Edwards I -afcpMyafemto Power Rangers"
HBO Movia
More ano Les Levine
Cm
|NBA Basketball New York Kncu al Cleveland cavaaers (uvo)
sports wmers on TV
Racing
Speed
Journal
Journal iR) Journal (P.) |Joumal (HI Journal (R) Journal |R| More and Las Levine
PBA Bonlm o. Send lour
TBA
Quantum Leap "
SeagueslDSVS
Forever Knight I
VR.5 'Parallel Lives'
Twil Zone Dark side
Quantum Leap '
Si. Million Dollar Man
Beyond
Bionk Woatan
Gallery
Incredible Hull
Mystenes Monsters
SCIF1 Believe K-Not
Boxing Hector Camacho vs Sugar Hay Leonard.
Wings X |Wings «
Renegade i.n Steieo) 31 Highlander The Series Murder. She Wrote 3
Wanted
|Top Cops Wings «.
|WingaX
USALive
USA Live
USA Live
USA Litre
USALive
USA 10 301 Movie: 'tnyWay- USALive

sc

—
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Classified

SERVICES OFFERED
Pr«gnani?
Fr»« Pr«cjn*ncy Ttia. ConlicSeriial A Canrvg
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

Ads

372-6977
The BG Se». will rn* knowingly a,, opt kl vert tit menu
thai jitAnmiiutE. m ctxcmnge dMcnmiruiw "n igjimi my
iwdi-Klu»l(i*"n"upiinih<h*»'iii'r»t *ti color. ifWUl.

SKYDIVING CLASSES IN BOWLING GREEN
STARTING APRIL STH. Srudeni & Group discount!. Visa. MrC acceptod SKYDIVE B G.
3525200

religtoti. ruiwiMl nngin. wiual cmnuooa. thubtlity.
ILSIUI ii a vctrrM. of on uv bam o( «n> other legally
pmtixtcil uMua
Ttie BO Nerw» re»crve« iiV tight to decline, di wont mix
at IT.IK any aJvftiivriTifn! >ucn a* Dinar: li«und to be

PERSONALS

dclwnMory. lavkm| in lewtiul bun. muk-iding or fihc
in tuiunt. All advermememi arc .uhaeci lo «Jmn| md
■pproval

$600 m Pnzes - $3001 st Prize!
Undergrad An Conlest. Work due Apnl 14. Ask
at the Library or m2aohar&bgnei for more irv
formation.

The BO Me*t». an a lurum open to Ihe putili>. mogni/r•
■he impoMiNltiy of p«venii*| all o« tKis type ol ad.efHung and therefore etocnuravfti ow reaaden to beware
Art-aty. be familtv *>i* abawncu betide tet^ii^ mo»»ey
o> pro* tding peruMtal kredtt anlorriuiM>n Pleue rernem
bee. il « *mjnd» too good lobe troe.n oi>>r»a>bly u

"Septembef'e ChildrenApril 4th 6pm - midnight
AmaniRoornFREE
Sponsored by UAO
For more info cal 372-7164

Vou can help in hy tailing the adtcrming depa/tmeni al
4l9.372-»!aM«i*)rjitfconer>leainUaod«*s|»je*^ We
mk etaat you pleaac provide your namr.addiraa. and phone
number, along ".ilh yoni ipecifn convnienu With yoair
hclp we can mate The BG Ncwi a hraer puNe, nnw

AAA1. NATIONAL DATING HOTLINE"
1-900-484-7009 EMI. 1129 *2.99/min.
Serv-U (619)645-8434 18*T-tone
Applications are now available for the
HoJIls A. Moore Memoriai Scholarship

CAMPUS EVENTS

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was
established to recognize students who contnb-September's Children'
April 4th Bpm-midntoht
AmaniRoornFREE
Sponsored by UAO
For more into eel 372- 7164

ute to Bowling Green State University through
participation and leadership in University
community activities.

AMA-AMA-AMA-AMA
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Formal Meeimg
Wednesday. April 2nd
1007 BA@ 7 30pm
Guest speaker • Fred Harrington
AMA-AMA-AMA-AMA

To be considered for the scholarship, a student
Teust:
' be a rising junior or senior
' have a 3.0 cumulative GPA
1
demonstrate active participation in Umvensty
>'ganizations, and
be available tor a personal interview with the
.election comma nee

LAST CHANCE TO EARN f 150
The Sleep Lab wtl be concludmng the 48 hr
sleep depnvabon study this April. Healthy female students, cwrentty taking oral conuacepDves should can 2-2547 or 2-2474 tor into on
pamopaPon

applications are available m Student Financial
i-d. Room 231 Administration Building, and
■re due by Apnl il, 1997

$500 will be awarded for the 1997-98 academic year

REALITY SUCKS!
Come to Games'osi to Escape
Apnl 4^-6 OOpm-nAdnighl
April 5th-2:00pm ■ Midn-ght
222 Education BWg
rttagic Tournament. White Wolf Games.
O 'n' D. and much more

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants &
cholarshlpa available from sponsors!!! No
•repayments, ever!!! $$$Cash tor col
igeStt. For Into: 1-800-243-2435.
luy silver jewelery for Spring Break. I .m Goyt
/ill be selling jewetery March 17-18 in the Math
•oenee Foyer and March 19-21 on the Educaon Building Steps.
EUROPE S229
Within USA $79 $129
Car i DO .Mexico $229 r,i
Cheap Fares Worldwide".
hnpy/www airhitch org
AIRHfTCH @1 -800-326-2009

LOST& FOUND
LOST Men's BGSU Class Ring Gold. Class o'
96. w/signature Great intrinsic value Please
help. Reward if found. Call 352-7164

GREEK WEEK IS COMING"
Ask Your Rep For Details

BECKLEY C ARDY
GROUP
EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL
is looking for 200 warehouse workers &
60 customer service or order entry workers!
We offer:
• Seasonal staff - $6.00 per hour
• Shift premium - $.30 per hour
• First. Second and Third Shifts make it easy
(o fit in anybody's schedule
• Start as early as April & work thru October
• Take your finals knowing that you have a
seasonal position when you finish
• We will work with you to fit our company
needs into your personal needs

NTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN^S rNJERTUBE WATER POLOAPRIL 2; MEN'S
iNGLES & CO-REC DOUBLES TENNISXPRIL 3 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 P.M. IN
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE ON DUE DATE
LOOKING FOR YEAR ROUNDOR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
TIRED OF WORKING WEEKENDS'
Earn $8.00an hour & great benefits
81 UPS
Go to RM 360 Student Services
to schedule an appointment to meet
with a representativtt on
Friday, April 4,1997
UPS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
OOK ' Omiaon Delta Kappa' ODK
Applications available for the Nation's largest
and most respected leadership society Pick
one up in 405 Student Services.
Applicants must be in the top 35% of his/her
class within his/her college
Applicants must also possess leadership m
one of the following areas with some involvement in another
•Scholarship "Athletes
'Social Service, Religious activity, and campus
govt. 'Journalism, Speech, and Mass Media
'Creative and Performing Arts
Questions? Call Tanny Vonthron V.P. o' SelecPons at 2-3706
Rafting RAPfD FUN!
Excitmg Spring time rafting in WV. New and
Gauley Rivers. STUDENTS SAVE $ Socials
and Retreats. Spring specials.
Call Mary 1 800 419-1442 for mto.
SEEKING PLAYERS 18 & OVER FOR USSSA
CLASS
0E Men's Softball team tor Sunday nights
and Tues. nights at Carter Park m Bowling
Green, OH. Also tournaments on Weekends in
Northern Ohio. Contact Bob Miller direclty m
Toledo at 474-1733. $35 if Bowling Green Re
sident or $50 if non-resident

WANTED
" Roommate Wanted "
97-96 school year Court St. Apts
$i 87.50 a month. Call Maggie 353 4228
2 suWeasers needed. Summer 1997. House
dose to campus. Cheap rent Call Niki at

352-6627
Female subleaser for Fax 97 Close to Campus
Call 372-5447.
Looking tor a summer subleaser tor 5th St. Apt.
Call 353-3321. Ask tor Kevin 2 bdrms 6 2
Bathrooms.
Roommate needed asap ID share big house
t200dep $l56 2S/mo .ulil 353 1355
SUMMER SUBLEASE RS needed
louse newoampm Can 352-9777

Huge

200 Summer pot left: NY. PA. MAINE.
Teach/Summer Camps-swimming
(WSI/LGT). sailing, windsurfing, canoe,waterski, tennis, arts/crafts, baseball, basketball,
gymnastics, outdoor educ., piano accompamat. Artene Streisand 1 -800-443-6428.

Home City toe Company is now hmng tor these
positions: Route Dnvere. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Oho
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at
i 800 899 8070.

250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mint., NE Pennsylvania. Lonikan. Box
234BG. Kenitworth. NJ 07033 (908) 276 0998.

Perrysburg Pizza Hut. Now Hiring' Ail positions. Apply in person at 1131 Louisiana Ave.
or call (419) 874-7934 for more info

ATTENTION ALL UA^RS Make $6,300 this
summer) Find out why P&G, IBM. and hundreds of others want students who have
worked in our program. 95% of student using
our placement office found career jobs last
yoar.Cain-800-289-3846.

SAVE THE PLANET & GET PAID FOR ITI
Ohio's largest environmental group is hiring
campaign staff tor summer & year round work
Must be willing to dress casually & earn while
you learn.
*1:30-1000pm. Moo-Fri, $325/week
* paid training A bonuses
Can (419) 888-4483 to schedule interview

Child care needed for the summer tor our 11
and 3 year old boys Waterville area Experience necessary. Non-smoker. Looking for a
dependable, caring person who enjoys
interacting and playing wilh kids - not jusl
watching TV. Must also recognize a mess
when if s made and realize it's his/her responsibility to see that it's cleaned up Must have
own reliable transportation References required. It interested, please call (419)
878-7527.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed'
100 positions1 Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mts.. PA. Good salaiy/ppsi (908) 689-3339
Counselors, cook, naturalists needed at co-ed
summer camp near Ann Arbor. Ml Call
313-878-6628 for more info.

Summer jobs Cleveland area: S50OAvk. Cleveland area home improvement co Hiring all positions, will train, start asap Call (216)
6923346

Daycare Administrator
12 * hours of early childhood development &
psychology coursework required. Background
n earfy childhood preferred Submit resumes
to:
17550 Euler Rd
Bowling Green. OH 43402

Landscape Construction Co.
Flexible scheduling
Call 686-7865
Lawn Maintenance
Part & full time postOons avail
Call 352- 5822
lifeguards * Ass't Mgr. Certification required
Send letner of interest & resume to: 11720 SuqarRiqgeRdBG.
___^
Museum Guides Needed
Set your sails tor North Coast Harbor this
summer. Join the friendliest crew on the Lakes
aboard the Steamship William G Mather Museum as a museum guide Candidates should
enjoy Great Lakes history and working with the
public. No experience is necessary, paid tram
mg provided. Weekday and weekend positions
available from May through October. Minimum
commitment is 2 days/week Many perks, including End-of Season Bonus. Please call
574-9053 for application package
^^^
Now hiring summer Res. Advisors Pick up an
application from 440 Student Services. Starling
March31.1997.

Work on Put-In-Bay for Ihe summer. Earn
$7000/ or more working m the hottest little resort on the North Coast Insurance requires at
least 25 yrs. old. Housing aval. Cal 11 am s 5pm Mon/Wed/Fri 1-888-373 6161

PT. Mon.-Fn.. Occasional Sat. 20 25 hrs/wk.
late afternoons to earfy evenings. Previous
proof or numeric key experlenco. beneficial

f 1 RANKED FUNDRAISER Your group, club.
Frat/Sor can raise up to $200 $500 ..$1000
in one week. Minimal hrs/effort required. Call
800-925-5548. access code 22 Pamapano
receive FREE sport camera iust for cai':ng
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
No experience required Begin now. For into
call 301-429-1326.
"Travel down south, work your bun off and get
paid for it. Earn $2200 per month Call
1 800 289-3848.

V \ In my book, SamB's,
my favorite BG resuuranu
deserves sur billing. It's the
best place 10 eai between
Toledo & Columbus ^^J
rV Tdtdo Blad* Kiuam'ani Cnae

NUMERIC DATA ENTRY

Interested applicants should apply in person.
Mid Am, Inc. Operations Center, 1851 N
Research. B G (175 to exit 181) Mid Am values a diverse workforce and is in principle as
well as practice, an Equal Opportunity Employer
OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS HERE AND IN
THE PHILIPPINES WITHOUT GOING
THERE. CALL 419-547-9024 COLLECT. IF
YOU HAVE RELATIVES OR FRCNDS IN
THE MANILA AREA WILL MEET WITH YOU
IN BG TO EXPLAIN BUSINESS. NO PRESSURE. INVESTMENTS OR GIMMICKS
MUST HAVE NAMES BY APRIL 5TH BEFORE MANILA RER RETURNS TO STATES.

Student Housing
Close to Campus
Summer 6 week leases
I $35 dollars per week

The Garden Restaurant. Port Clinton. OH.
Lake Ene tounst community is hiring people lor
food service and kitchen. Please apply m person or by mail to: 226 E. Perry St., Port Clinton.
OH 43452 or call 419-73? 2151
VAN DRIVER • part-time position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Musi be between the ages of 21- 65,
have a valid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume 10 PO Box
736. Bowlmg Green. CHI 43402 EOE.
Van Drivers Needed some runs on-campus
some runs to Toledo airport. Thurs. and Fn.
this week 4/3 • 4/4 and more avail S5/hour
Call372-8181.

Roseanne
Wilchtt
Cteu Teals

Tick a
Baseball
Comtdy
Cavs Hour
S«qu3Sl
SUIhingi

Red 88 Mustang LX lots of
extras asking $4700
352-1589

FOR RENT
'97-98 school year. 2 bdrm turn. apts. 705 7th
St & 724 6th St $500/mo includ FREE heat.
water, sewer,gas A HBO Call 354-0914
"97 "98'STY.*
316E. Merry $4 SO/mo
326 Leroy $350.'mo
309 1/2 E Merry rooms $l90/mo
146 S. College eff. $230/mo
Call 353-0325
Summer Rentals also avail
i bdrm. unfurn. 616 2nd St. No pets $315 plus
ut.l CaH 354 9740
i to 2 roomate needed for E. Wooster St
house from May 97 May 98. $lB5/mo. Call
3538915.
12 month leases siartmg May 1997:
408 E Court ffl-1 BR Duplex-1 person
$340-Ubl
424l'2S.Summtt-Effic.-l person
$220* Else.
Graduate Student 1 to3Br apts..
Avail in August.
Sieve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)
2 subleasers needed tor 2 bdrm apartments m
summer Very close to campus $480/mo
spring in May Call 354-4303
403 High St. Apt A BG. t bedroom $320/mo.
Avail May, Cal Khnsta @> 353-2068.
812 3RD St. Brand new 3 bdrm house.
$795/mo 1 bath plenty of storage, new carpel •
high effioeny furnace - new stove $ relridgerator washer/dryer coin operated. Small fenced
in back yard. No pets allowed - Avail immediaiely. CaH 419-474 5344

D $ G RENTALS-ONLY 2 UNITS LEFT!! ALL
OF OUR UNITS ARE WITHIN 2 BLOCKS OF
CAMPUS. NOW RENTING FOR FALL. ATTRACTIVE WELL MAWTAINEDUNITS:
806 E WCOSTER/SPACKXJS DUPLEX LOCATED DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM CAMPUS. UPPER UNIT-2 BDRMWAXOCCUP 4.
RESERVED PARKING
850 SCOTT HAMILTON/ONE UNIT REMAIN
^-EXCEPTIONALLY NICE 2 BORM UNITAIR COND-MAX OCCUP 4. LAUNDRY FACILITIES ON PREMISES. RESERVED PARKING.

FOR SALE
CALL D&G RENTALS AT (419) 287-3233 AND
ASKFOREVAORELLIE.
2 bdrm apt. for rent 2 full bath furnished'or
summer ol '97. Free water

Houses/ 1 8 2 bdrm torn, apts year, 9 mo.. 8
summer leases352-7454

Call 354-7293
2 bdrm apt for rent. 2 full bath, fumishedfor fall
97- spnng '96 Free water.
Call 354-7293
486 66 Muln media PC Complete (465 - Lap
top 386 w/ printer $290 Mac plus atf printer
$190 ■ Call Zach 353 4512
Brother word processor with monitor for sale.
I ike new Only $125. Call 354-5037
Contemporary love seal couch tor Free. You
pick up. Call 352-2200

Now accepting Rental ApHications lor Fall And
Summer leases. Call 354-8890
One 6 Two bdrm apts. available. University
Courts 8 University Village located at Ctough
and Mercer CaH 352-0164.
Rooms for rent. Summer 6 Fail. Victorian
House, walk to school, parking, dose to downtown, private entrance, kitchen. 2 baths. CaH
352-5817

Fender bass amp 300 wan
$375 OBO
353-2180

Subleaser needed beginning April 1 si
House 2 blks from campus. Own bedrm. $170
mo neg. Call Joe 352-0387 days. 352-9091
eves

Real life in style! For Sale 1992 Corvette
Coupe 2 tops. 350 LTI. 6 sod., polo green w/
tan leather intenor. Bose CD & cassene player.
$19.000 Call Kathy 372-7800.

Subleasers needed immediately for summer.
Large 2 bdrm apt. unfurnished, dose to campus, pets welcomed, pool 8 dub house. Rent
best offer. 352-9409.

Soulhwyck. Franklin Park
Weslgate, North Towne

A Great Place To Shop...
A Great Place To Work!
If for any reason you're thinking aboul working outside the home.
or finding a different work opportunity, we urge you to
consider joining our Lion family.
You already know that Lion is Toledo's favorite department store.

Semester leases $ 850
per semester

•Sales

•Hair & Nail Salon

100 Paragon Parkway • Mansfield, OH 44903
Mike McKibben
^BECKLEY
419-589-1805 ^^^CARDY
Judy Peters
^ TGROUP*
Evrjthmg firScM

TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD!
How would you like to teach base
conversational English in Eastern
Europe? Learn about many rewarding
opportunities with great benefits'
Call Global Information Services:
1-206-971-3884ext K55442

NEWMAN IIOtSIMJ

BECKLEY CARDY GROUP

419-589-1415

Showg-rls
Deja Vu. Toledo's premier gentleman's dub is
seeking highly motivated girls wanting to become showgirls. Magazine modeling & traveiaveJable (419)531-0329
Spnng, Summer 8 Fall help needed. Parachute packing. Training provided. Must be dependable. Exabng job. good income. For more
mlo call SKYDIVE BG 352 5200

Summer subleaser needed. Own room.
Call Lynn 354-1391

HELP WANTED

Sewers Needed. Must have surger.
Work out of home.
655-2118

N«wshour

jchanie Rose (In Siereoi

I Call Julie at Newman
I Housing: 354-2191 ,
146 North Main

Bowling Green

Now Accepting Applications

Positions available in:
'Munitions
•Cosmetics

•loss Prevention
•Customer Service

Flexible scheduling, attractive benefits including a liberal storewide discount.
For more information on Ihe opportunities for you at Lion.
visit the Human Resource Department at any Lion Store.
Applications accepted Monday - Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

I

An Equal Oppoflunily l.mpLnct

^v^gW^J©

Learn
• cheers/chants
• stunting (pyramids)
• tumbling

V
T
T
T
▼
T

Fall 1997 BG News Editor
Summer 1997 BG News Editor
1997-98 Gavel Editor
1997-98 KEY Yearbook Editor
1997-98 Miscellany Editor
1997-98 Obsidian Editor

• dances

• jumps
• proper use oT voice
• showmanship
Spirit awards given
No previous experience or
cbccrleading squad membership
required.

These BUSU Cheerleaders will teach you the basics.
Julie Hoffman. Jen Ames, Andrea Stcll. Angle Smith.
Jodie Gurncy (Director). Melissa Serio. not pictured -

Application forms maj be picked up at 204 Wesl Hall
Deadline is Thursday, April 17. 5:00 pin

t.

Israel Reynolds
For more information or to register —
Continuing Education. BGSU. 419/372-8181

A|eeS-f
Afta9-12
AIM 13-15

9-10i30am
10:30 am- 12:30 pm
I - 3 pm

Bowling Green State University
Saturdays, April 5-26
Room 221 Kppler North
Fee $45

